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I. LAND AND PEOPLE

1. The Union of South Africa, which is composed of the Provinces of the

Cape of Good HOlle, Natal, Transvaal and Orange Free State., comprises a

total area of 472,359 square miles. To this may be added the Mandated

Territory of South West Africa, with an area of 318,099 square miles

which, though haVing a separate international status, is administered by

the Union. Though not 'politically included within the Union, Basutoland,

the Bechuanaland Protectorate and Swaziland with areas of 11,716 square

miles, 275,000 square miles and 6,705 square miles respectively are

inhabited by tribes which are also represented in the Union and, like the

reserves in the Union, supply a steady stream of migrant labour and of

cattle to the Union's economy. It may also be noted that the portion of

Mozambique lying to the east of the Transvaal is inhabited by people

raCially akin to the Tsonga of the northern Transvaal and that there is

a large transit trade to and from the Transvaal through Lourenco Marques.

2. The main feature of the physical geography of South Africa are a

series of mountain ranges roughly parallel to the south-eastern coast,

rising to a height of 11,000 feet on the border of Natal and Basutoland

and situated at a distance of from 50 to 200 miles inland. On the seaward

side of these ranges there is an adequate rainfall. In the interior, on

the veld of the Eastern Transvaal and Orange Free State, rainfall is still

high enough (more than 25 inches a year) to support agriculture, but output

per acre is low. As one proceeds westwards, rainfall becomes sufficient

only for stock farming and in the northern Cape and much of Bechuanaland

and South West Africa virtually desert oonditions prevail.

3. The distribution of population has been much affected by mineral

resources, of which the gold deposits of the Rand,and much more recently

of the Orange Free State, are by far the most significant. Diamonds,

second in importance over the years, have not had the same effect in

concentrating population. Abundant supplies of coal and iron ore have

permitted the development of an iron and steel industry and the association

of uranium with gold has given new impetus to the gold-mining industry.
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. 4. Over the last thirty years, there has been a sustained industrial

development, which has now become the major aspect of the South African

economy. Industry has tended to concentrate firstly in the area around

Johannesburg in the Southern Transvaal, whi ch had first derived its

economic growt~ from mining, and secondly near the seaports of Capetown

(Western Cape),i Port Elizabeth (Eastern Cape) and Durban (Natal).

5. For purposes of population statistics and for many other legal

purposes, the population of South Africa is divided into the following

racial groups:

(1) White persons - persons who in appearance obviously are or who

are generally accepted as White persons;

(2) Natives (now generally referred to as Bantus) - persons who

are members of a:ny aboriginal race of African;

(3) Asiatics - natives of Asia and their descendants, mainly Indians

or Pakistani;

Coloureds - all persons not included in the above groups, that

is to say, essentially people of mixed racial Origin.l!

The following table gives the population (in thousands) by racial groups

at the years indicated: Native (Bantu)White Asiatic Coloured Total

1911 (Census) 1,276 4,019 152 525 5,973
1946 (Census) 2,372 7,831 285 928 11,415
1951 (Census) 2,642 8,560 367 1,103 12,671
1958 (Estimated) 3,011 9,606 441 1,360 14,418

2000 (Projection) 4,588 21,361 1,382 3,917 31,248Y

6. The following table gives distribution of POPUlation (in thousands)

between urban and rural areas at the time of the 1951 census:

White
Native
Asiatic
Coloured

Total:

Urban

2,071
2,329

284
713

5,397

Rural

571
6,231

82
390

1,275

..

]) In certain contexts, "Coloured" means all persons who are neither Whites
nor Natives and contains the sub-groups Asiatics, Cape Malays, Cape
Coloureds and Griquas.

Y Made by the Tomlinson Commission in 1955 •
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Of the Natives in rural areas, some 3,303,000 were living in "Native areas"

(reserves and other lands set aside for occupation solely by Natives), while

2,928,000 were living in what are regarded as European areas.

7. The "Native Areas", with an area of some 12 per cent of the Union, lie

roughly in the form ?f a horseshoe consisting first of well-watered lands
,

lying along the south-east coast and to the east of the Transvaal and

secondly of much drier lands curving back to the west and south-west more

or less along the border with Eechuanaland. As the attached map shows,

they are highly fragmented. The European areas are formed by the remainder

of the country.

8. It may be noted that at the time of the 1951 census, the population of

South West Africa amounted to 434,081, of whom 49,930 were Whites, 4 Asiatics

and 384,147 Natives ,or Coloureds. The population of Easutoland was 634,000

(1956), that of Bechuanaland 296,310 (1946) and that of Swaziland 225,000

(1956). In each case, the great majority of the population consisted of Natives.
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II. HISTORY

9. The first European settlement was made by the Dutch East India

Company at the Cape of Good Hope in 1652 in order to establish a depot

of provisions for the ships making the run from the Netherlands to the

East Indies. Free settlers were allowed to establish themselves in 1657

to foster the supply 9f provisions. From 1678 until 1707 immigration was

Aotively supported; and settlers of Dutch, German and Huguenot extraction

were settled in mixed communities. Partly as a result of difficulties with

the settlers, the Company ended this policy in 1707, and from that time

until the British acquisition of the Cape there was practically no European

immigration.

10. From the beginning the colony was confronted with problems of relatione

with the Hottentots and Bushman groupe in the area and soon with problems

of a growing half-caste population. The Hottentots, who were a cattle-raising

people, entered into economic relations with the colony, but were much reduced

in number by exposure to epidemics. The Bushmen, whoBe nomadic way of life

was based on hunting and oattle theft, were in freca.uent conflict with the

settlers and were gradually pushed back, as were those Hottentots who continued

to run their own herds of cattle. Some of the poorer Hottentots became

labourers on the settlers· farms. However, slaves imported from other parts

of Africa and from the East Indies formed the greater part of the Labour Force.

Miscegenation between all elements of the population of the Cape resulted in

the ltColoured" population, which is now regarded as a distinct racial element

of the population of the Union. In 1719, however, intermarriage between

Europeans and full-blooded Africans, though not with half-caste persons, was

forbidden.

11. Agriculture in the Western Cape languished for lack of markets. Despite

official prohibition, the tradition of trekking outside the limits of the

colony was soon established and white cattle owners ranged over a wide area

of the interior, driving Hottentots and Bushmen still further inland. In

1770 came the first Boer contact with Bantu tribes on the Fish River, some

four hundred miles east of Capetown. Further European expansion was thus

halted for~ years.
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12. In 1795, after years of complaints concerning misrule by Company

officials, the latter were driven away from the Eastern districts of the

Colony by farmers who briefly established a Republic, only to see British

conquest and occupation until 1803. Renewed British occupation came in

1806, and in 1814 the British Government bought the territory.
r

13. The British occupation did not at first cause much disturbance. If

the British Governors were somewhat more energetic than their Dutch

predecessors and if English eventually became the official language, the

Roman-Dutch system of law and much of the old administrative machinery were

maintained. Nevertheless the efforts of the Government to introduce a

settled administration on the Eastern frontier and to provide Hottentot

servants with equal treatment before the law with their Boer masters caused

discontent among the latter, who also complained that the Government did not

provide them with adequate protection against Kaffir raiders.

14. In 1820, some 5,000 settlers were brought out from the United Kingdom

to establish themselves in the frontier area around Grahamstown and Port

Elizabeth. It was not those settlers, however, but English missionaries

espousing the cause of the Hottentot and Kaffir who caused the greatest

resentment among the Boers. Largely as a result of missionary influence,

an Ordinance was passed in 1828 relieving Hottentots, Bushmen and free

Coloured persons from oppressive pass and vagrancy laws and other civil

disabilities and giving them the right to own land. In 1833, the Act of the

British Parliament for the emancipation of slaves caused resentment among

the slave owners, many of whom received in compensation less than the sums

which they owed on mortgages on the slaves. A violent Kaffir War added to

the general unrest.

15. It was in these circumstances that, in the years 1835-1837, large numbers

of Boer farmers emigrated northward across the Orange and Vaal Rivers. This

movement known as the Great Trek was in part a continuation of previous

migrations, but the Trekkers had in addition the conscious purpose of

escaping from British rule with its alarming prospect of racial equality

before the law. They entered a vast area which had supported only a light

Bantu population, many of whom had been dispersed as a result of devastating

inter-tribal fighting in the preceding fifteen years. The Boers were able to
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occupy with minor fighting not only vast areas in what is now the Orange

Free state and the Transvaal, but also pushed south-eastward into Natal,

where a Republic was established at Pietermaritzburg, despite opposition

by the Zulu King, Dingaan. SubseCluent clashes between the Boers and African

tribes caused the British to occupy Port Natal (Durban) in 1842 and to annex

the Republic in 18~5, following which a great part of the Boer population

returned northward and were replaced by British settlers. On the other hand,

the right of the Boers of the Transvaal and of the Orange Free State to

manage their own affairs was recognized by conventions signed in 1852 and 1854.

16. The four future component provinces of the Union had thuJ:; acquired a

separate political status and during the next sixty years were to pursue

different policies in the constitutional and racial fields, which it may

be convenient to describe separately.

17. In the Cape Colony the succession of Kaffir wars was ended with the

anne~tion of the Xhosa territories, between the Great Fish and Great Kei

Rivers (Ciskei). While part of the region was separately administered for

a time as British Kaffraria, much of the land was confiscated, European

colonists were encouraged to settle among the Natives and the tribal system

was largely broken up. Xhosa territories between the Kei and the Natal

border (Transkei) were annexed between 1872 and 1895 with much less distur

bance of tribal ways and native tenure, but the inhabitants were made

generally subject to the laws of the Cape.

18. When representative institutions were introduced into the Cape Colony

in 1855, the franchise was given to all adult males irrespective of race

who occupied property having a value of £25 or had an income of £50 a year.

In 1892, after the annexation of the Transkei, Cecil Rhodes, at that time

Prime Minister of the Cape, had the property qualification raised to £75

and imposed a simple education test. Moreover, it was expressly provided

that the occupation of land under tribal tenure should not be taken into

account. This removed the possibility that the electorate might be swamped

by Kaffirs, but at the same time disenfranchised a number of poor Whites

and Coloureds. Shortly afterwards, under the Glen Grey Act, Rhodes intro

duced a simplified form of individual tenure for Africans and alsa a system

of location and district councils, which was soon applied in much of the

Transkei.
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19. When Natal was taken over as a British Colony, scattered elements of

the Bantu population in the south were reassembled in a number of reser

vations, leaving the main line of communications to the interior available

for European settlement. Under Sir Theophilus Shepstone, a system of

indirect rule under traditional chiefs was instituted in the reserves and

Native Law was reco~izedas the valid legal system for the Africans. The

same system was extended to Zululand, when it was annexed to Natal in 1887.

Zulu revolts and confiscation of Zulu land continued, however, as late as 1906.

20. The granting of representative institutions to Natal in 1856 was

accompanied by the same franchise provisions without regard to race as in the

Cape. However, in 1865, when the prospect that Natives might acquire the

franchise in large numbers arose, an Act was adopted which provided that

Natives could not be registered as voters unless they had been exempted from

Native Law for at least seven years, thus for all practical purposes excluding

them from the Franchise (three only were enrolled in 1910). The small number

of tlColoured lt men in Natal were entitled to the franchise, as were the Indians,

who after being imported as indentured labourers for sugar plantations,

elected to remain rather than be repatriated. Alarmed at their growing numbers,

the Natal Parliament, at the turn of the century, adopted a number of laws

directed against them. An education test was applied to all immigrants, the

parliamentary (but not the municipal) franchise was denied to all coming from

countries without representative institutions, trading licences were with-

held from those who failed to keep their books in English and it was made a

criminal offence for a White man to marry an Indian.

21. In the Boer Republics, the principle of non-equality of white and black

and the limitation of the franchise to Europeans were embodied in the consti

tutional laws from the first. Nevertheless, the Boers in the Republics dealt

with the Natives in their areas on a pragmatic basis rather than in application

of settled policies. The farmers first occupied the vacant land and then

endeavoured to infiltrate into the areas more closely settled by Africans.

Scattered groups of Natives remaining on land falling into White occupation

were allowed to remain as squatters or farm labourers and, although slavery was

not permitted, various forms of forced labour and apprenticeship were common.
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In the Orange Free state, the main struggle was with the South Sotho tribesmen.

After Basutoland had been somewhat reduced in size by cessions to the Orange

Free State, it was annexed by the British in 1869 and after fifteen years

of administration as part of the Cape Colony became a separate Colony

governed through its Native authorities.

22. In the South-~ricanRepublic (Tranevaal), the infiltration of Boers

westward among the Tswana people of Bechuanaland was protested against at

an early stage by missionaries such as Livingston and Moffatt and towards

the end of the century was effectively limited by the British Government at

the request of Rhodes and his Chartered Company. The southern part was

annexed to the Cape Colony, while the northern part remained as a British

Protectorate. A considerable population of Tswana had earlier, however, been

included in the Transvaal.

23. The main difficulties of the South African Republic were, however,

with the ZUlu, Swazi and North Sotho tribesmen to the east. By 1877, the

situation was so threatening and the finances of the Republic so chaotic,

that the British annexation of the Republic was acquiesced in, although the

Republic was re-established by force of arms in 1881 after the danger from

the tribesmen had been averted. One of the conditions of the Pretoria

Convention, by which the British Government recognized the self-government

of the Transvaal, was that a Native Location Commission should be established

to assign to Natives such locations as they might be fairly entitled to, due

regard being given to actual occupation by the tribes concerned. This

operation was not, however, completed until 1907 after the conclusion of the

Anglo-Boer War. Finally it may be noted that Swaziland became a Protectorate

of the Transvaal in 1893, coming directly under British control after the War.

24. The closing years of the nineteenth century were marked by a struggle

among groups of White South Africans for political power, the fruits of

which had become more attractive with the discovery of diamonds near Kimberley

in an area somewhat arbitrarily annexed to the Cape Colony and of gold on

the Witswatersrand in the Transvaal. The determination of Kruger, President

of the South African Republic, that the Afrikaans-speaking Boers should not

be dominated by the flood of foreigners immigrating to the gold-fields was

confronted by the somewhat broader vision of Rhodes of a united South Africa
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with "equal rights for all civilized men south of the Zambesi lt , which was

however tarnished by the imperialistic methods by which it was advanced.

At the same time, the urbanization of the African was begun as a large

unskilled labour force was attracted to the gold-mining industry.

25. The Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902), though it resulted in the conquest of

the two Boer Republics and their annexation as colonies under the British

Crown, did not materially·affect the racial ~roblems of South Africa. In

fact, the Boer leaders signed the Treaty of Vereeniging on the understanding

that self-governing institutions would be restored in due course and that

the franchise would not be extended to non-Whites before the first elections.

These held in 1906 and 1907 resulted in the return of Afrikaner majorities,

partly because in the Transvaal the European mine workers were incensed at

the policy of the British authorities, whioh was soon rescinded, of importing

Chinese to work on the Rand.

26. With active British enoouragement, representatives of the four Colonies

met in a National Convention (1908-1909) to arrive at plans for closer union.

There was a preponderance of opinion in favour of a basioally unitary system

rather than federation and one of the few really contentious issues was the

franohise. Cape Colony leaders of both British and Dutch origin fought to

have their oivilization franchise extended to the whole of the proposed union,

but found both the English-speaking politioians of Natal, and the Afrikaners

of the north determined to maintain existing restriotions. The franchises in

the different Colonies were maintained without ohange, with the proviso

oontained in the South Af'rioa Act passed by the British Parliament that the

politioal rights of non-Europeans in the Cape Province should be "entrenched",

that is to say, an adverse alteration could only be made with the approval of

two-thirds of the members of the Union Parliament at a joint session of both

Houses. However, the right of non-Europeans in the Cape to stand for eleotion

as members of Parliament was taken away. No doubt because of the restrioted

franchise, the British Government declined to include Basutoland, Beohuanaland

and Swaziland within the Unio~, although their eventual inclusion under oertain

circumstances was provided fo~/the Act.

27. The South African Party, led by Louis Botha, Commanding General for the

South Afrioan Republic during the Boer War, won the first eleotions on a

programme of reoonciliation between Afrikaner and English elements of the
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population. The problem of the rights of other communities was overshadowed.

2e. Events early in the life of the Union indicated, however, that the

tendency would be towards greater segregation. Thus the Native Land Act

carried by the Botha government in 1913, while confirming the existing

Native: reserves and establishing the very reasonable principle that no
r

non-Native was to b~ allowed to acquire land within those areas, laid down

that Natives were not to be allowed to acquire title to land outside the

reserves except with the consent of the Governor-General. A passive resistance

campaign led by Mohandas Ghandi resulted in some relief to the Indian community,

but laws affecting trading licences, residence, land-owning and movement from

Province to Province still remained.

29. European workers in the gold-fields, whose jobs and standard-of-living

were threatened by Coloured and Native labourers, struck violently in 1913

and 1914 and again in 1922 to enforce the customary colour bar, by which

skilled jobs were reserved for Europeans. After World War I, trade union

leaders organized the Labour Party to fight for their privileged position on

the political front. In defending White supremacy, they made common cause

with Afrikaner farmers supporting the Nationalist Party under General Hertzog.

30. In 1924, this coalition won a general election and General Hertzog took

over from General Smuts who had succeeded General Botha as Prime Minister •
•Part of the new Government's energies were devoted to obtaining the recognition

of South Africa's sovereign independent status within the British Commonwealth

so as to satisfy at least for the time being Afrikaner resentment against

British domination. Part, however, was directed to safeguarding White South

Africa and bringing about an increased measure of segregation. On the political

side, all Natives were to be removed from the electoral rolls in the Cape

Province and in their place the Native population of the whole Union, voting

indirectly through their chiefs, headmen, Native adVisory boards or, in the

case of the Transkei, the General Council, would elect four senators. This

measure was opposed for many years by the opposition South African party and

could not be enacted as it affected an entre?ched provision. In 1936, after

the Nationalist Party and the South African Party had combined to form the

United Party, the Bill, amended to provide that qualified Native voters in

the Cape should be allowed separately to elect three members to the Lower House,

easily obtained a two-thirds majority. A Native Representative Council ..
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of 23 members, including 12 indirectly elected Native members, was established

under the Act to advise the Government on proposed legislation and other

matters affecting Natives.

31. As an economic consequence of the further steps towards political

segregation, a Native Trust and Land Act was passed in the same year which

"released" additional land for acquisition by Natives or by the South African
r

Native Trust. Mainly as a result of purchases made by the Trust, the total

area reserved for Native occupation had increased from 10.7 million in 1913

to 17.5 million morgen (or 12 per cent of the total land area of the Union)

in 1954, with a further two million morgen to be purchased as funds and

circumstances permit.

32. The Natives proceeding to find employment in urban areas in increasing

numbers as industrialization began to gather greater momentum found influx to

the towns controlled by the Urban Areas Act of 1923 and once there access to

skilled positions barred by a statutory colour bar enacted in 1926. Natives

throughout the Union were hit by increased taxation and by a protective customs

tariff. A Native Administration Act of 1927 gave wider discretionary powers

to the Government and rendered anyone who said or did anything likely to

"promote any feeling of hostility between Natives and Europeans" liable to

fine or imprisonment. The right of Habeas Corpus was limited in certain

reserves. Legislation was enacted in 1932 by Whic~7~any African squatters on

European farms could be drafted to the reserves or be transformed into labour

tenants bound to work on their lands for at least 90 days a year, while such

tenants were made subject to the penal sanctions of the Masters and Servants

Ordinance. Frequent raids were made on Native tax-defaulters and persons

without passes in urban areas, some of which resulted in riots and loss of

life. On the other hand, a significant effort to introduce a degree of local

self-government in the Transkei reserve took place.

33. The Hertzog Government made no attempt to disenfranchise the Cape Coloured

voters and at one time even considered the extension of the vote to the Coloured

population in the other Provinces. However, in 1930, the vote was given to all

adult European women and, in 1931, to European men in the Cape and Natal not

preViously qualified, thus making the restricted Coloured vote in the Cape of

less importance than before.
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34. The Indians, who had lost the municipal franchise in Natal in 1923,
received some protection from negotiations between the Indian and South

African Government in 1927 and were at the same time encouraged to

repatriate themselves by financial inducements, which met with little

response. During the depression, however, the areas within which Indians

might trade were further restricted and there was no sign of any willingness

to concede the vote even to the more wealthy and educated among them.

35. Hertzog ,who was opposed to South Africa t s entry into World War II ,

was replaced by Smuts as Prime Minister in 1939. Preoccupation with the

war effort and the need to increase industrial production resulted in a

lessening of "influx control lt in towns and in a great increase of the

number of Africans in shanty towns and other slum areas on the outskirts

of the cities. In the post-war era, the Government appointed a committee

to report on the pass laws, the position of the Bantu in urban areas and

industry and on the problem of migratory labour, but pending its report

vigorously repressed strikes, which were illegal under War legislation,

called by the growing Native trade union movement. An Act passed in 1946
gave the Indian population of Natal and the Transvaal a small communal

representation (never put into effect) in the Union Parliament, but

prohibited exchanges of property between Europeans and Indians, except

in certain exempted areas. The disapproval of discriminatory treatment

of Indians in South Africa shown by the General Assembly of the United

Nations at its first session and its refusal to agree to the incorporation

of South West Africa into the Union.went far to remove such prestige as

Field-Marshal Smuts had with the South African electorate as one of the

founding fathers of the United Nations.

36. In face of the ambiguous record of the United Party on racial questions,

the reconstructed Nationalist Party put forward a programme for increased

segregation and apartheid, which had been given a persuasive theoretical

exposition by Afrikaner intellectuals at the University of Stellenbosch

(and a spiritual endorsement by the Dutch Reformed Churches). Profiting

no doubt by increased fears by Europeans in South Africa as to their future,

the Nationalist Party won a narrow majority of seats in the 1948 elections

and have since proceeded to put their programme into effect with determination.
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The main features are described in the subsequent sections.

31. The most important legislative enactments were the Group Areas

Act (1950) for the more effective segregation of residential and business

quarters on grounds of race; the Bantu Authorities Act (1951) for the

establishment of. local government institutions in Bantu areas based on,
the traditional tribal authorities; the Separate Representation of Voters

Act (1951, but not put into effect until 1956 when the enlargement of the

Senate in 1955 had produced the required two-thirds majority of both

Houses) for the removal of the qualified Coloured voters in the Cape from

the common roll and for the establishment of four seats to be filled by

those voters on a separate roll; and the Promotion of Bantu Self-Government

Act (1959) for increasing the powers of Bantu Authorities with a view to

the development of self-governing institutions in the main Bantu Areas and

for the abolition of the existing Native communal representation in the

Union Parliament. The details of these and other enactments are given in

the following sections.
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III. SYSTEM OF GOVERWENT

38. The Government of the Union of South Africa is marked by the high

degree of centralization and determined co-ordination of all institutions

in matters pertaining to race relations. The desire to ensure uniformity

of practice and to minimize repugnant influences of historical origin

or of economicfand cultural nature, underlies many of the changes brought

about in the machinery of administration in the last decade. This

reliance on the full powers of the State to arrest political challenge

to the established institutions is also reflected in some of the most

recent governmental actions accompanying the present phase of the race

conflict in the Union of South Africa.

39. The legislative power of the Union is vested in the Parliament,

consisting of the Queen, represented by the Governor-General,l! the

Senate and the House of Assembly. Membership of Parliament is restricted

to White South Africans. Capetown is the seat of the Legislature.

40. The Senate, which was reconstituted by the Senate Act of 1955, now

consists of 90 members. Seventy-one of the senators are elected, 22

representing Cape Province, 27 Transvaal Province, 8 each the Orange

Free State and Natal Provinces, and 2 the Territory of South West Africa.

A provision for the representation of the Africans by four indirectly

elected Senators expired in June 1960 under the terms of the Promotion

of Bantu Self-Government Act of 1959. Moreover, a Bill to reduce the

number of elected members to approximately the pre-1955 number and to

reinstate proportional voting in their election is now before the Union

Parliament. Nineteen of the senators are nominated by the Governor-General

in Council, 16 for the Union, 2 for the Territory of South West Africa,

and 1 for Cape Province under the terms of the Separate Representation

of Voters Act, 1951. Of the nominated senators, 10 are selected on the

ground mainly of their thorough acquaintance tfwith the reasonable wants

and wishes of the Coloured races."

]/ The leaders of the present Government are on record as favouring further
amendment of the South Africa Act, 1909, designed to establish the Union
as a republic. A referendum confined to the White voters in the Union
has been authorized by the Union Parliament and will probably be held
later this year. The Territory of South West Africa would not
participate in the referendum.
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41. Senators are elected by members of the House of Assembly for the

Province voting together with the members of the Provincial Council. A

similar procedure is followed in the case of South West Africa which has

a Legislative Assembly instead of a Provincial Council.

42. The House of Assembly is composed of 160 members, of whom 150 represent
r

the electoral divisions in the Union, 6 the Territory of South West Africa

and 4 the electoral divisions of the "Coloured" in Cape Provinoe. (The

provision of the Representation of Natives Act, 1936, for the election of

3 members by the qualified Native voters of the Cape Province expired on

30 June 1960.) Of the 150 members of the European electoral division in

the Union, 54 represent the Cape, 15 Natal, 68 Transvaal and 13 Orange

Free State. The present delimitation of electoral divisions has the effect

of being weighted in favour of the rural areas. Under Section 41 of the

South Africa Act, 1909, as amended in 1952, the Delimitation Commission,

which divides the Union into lIas nearly as possible" equal electoral divisions,

consists of three judges of the Supreme Court appointed by the Governor-General.

The franohise in the Transvaal, the Orange Free State and in South West Africa

is confined to White persons. In the Cape it was also open to all persons

possessing a property qualifioation but Natives have sinoe been deprived of

the right to vote and qualified Coloured voters are restricted to a communal

roll. The provisions on franchise in Natal have the effect of excluding

virtually all persons of non-European origin.

43. The exeoutive authority in the Union is vested in the Queen who is

represented by the Governor-General, who acts on the advice of the Executive

Counoil oonsisting of the ministers charged with the administration of the

departments of state. The system of the central administration follows the

usual pattern of a parliamentary form of gove~ent. Pretoria is the seat of

the Government of the Union, except when Parliament is in session.

44. Until the end of 1958, the exeoutive authority in regard to the control

and administration of African affairs rested with the Minister of Native

Affairs. At that time, the functions of the Minister of Native Affairs,

a post retained by Mr. Verwoerd after he became Prime Minister, were divided

and transferred to the Minister of Bantu Administration and Development

(M.C. de Wet Nel) and the Minister of Bantu Education (W.A. Maree). Each is
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in charge of a Department of State under a Permanent Secretary. A new

post of Deputy-Minister of Bantu Administration and Development was also

established. Other departments of State consult the Department of Bantu

Administration and Development on matters falling within their purview,

in which questions regarding "Native" policy or interests are involved.

The Department -}s looked upon as the principal tool for the elaboration

and implementation of the Government's policy of lIautogenous development"

(apartheid) for the Africans of the Union.

45. For the purposes of Bantu administration, the Union is divided into

six regional areas: Transkeian Territories, Cape, Natal, Witwatersrand,

Western Areas and Northern Areas. The six districts are headed by six

Chief Bantu Commissioners with headquarters at Umtata, King Williamts

Towns, Pietermaritzburg, Johannesburg, Potchefstroom and Pietersburg

respectively.

46. In the judiciary, which comprises the lower courts and the supreme

court, special tribunals have been established for the hearing of purely

"Native" cases. The theory behind these special tribunals is that the

"Natives" must be afforded a simpler and less expensive method of procedure,

that cases arising out of "Native" law and custom should be heard by

officials well versed in such law and custom, and that a measure of

recognition should be accorded to purely "Native" institutions.

47. The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court, which is the highest

court in the Union, now consists of a chief justice and ten judges of

appeal. Its present composition is the result of the Appellate Division

Quorum Act of 1955, which raised the quorum of judges, when dealing with

any disputed point of constitutional law, from five to eleven. The Quorum

Act was strongly criticized by the Opposition on the ground that it was

designed to enable the Government to "packlf the Bench with its own partisans.

48. Each of the four provinces of the Union is governed by an Administrator,

who is appointed by the Governor-General-in-Council. The legislative

powers rest in the Provincial Councils which consist of the same number

of elected members as there are electoral divisions of the House of Assembly

but not less than twenty-five. The Provincial Council elects, from among

its members or otherwise, four persons to form with the Administrator, who

is Chairman, the Executive Committee for the Province.
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49. The evolution of the provincial government has been in the direction

of limiting the authority of the councils to local matters such as primary

and secondary education, local roads and institutions, health and sanitary

services and the organization of local government. Ordinances are submitted

by the administrator for approval by the Governor-General. The scope of
r

activities bordering on wider national issues is thus strictly controlled.

Moreover since 1953, the Provinces have ceased to have responsibility for

Bantu education. It is now being suggested that education for other non

Europeans should also be transferred to the Union Government. However, the

urban local authorities established by the Provincial Councils have an

important role in the control of Natives in urban areas.

50. A status somewhat superior to that of the four provinoes is enjoyed,

according to South African law, by the Territory of South West Africa. The

powers of its Legislative Assembly, which consists of 18 members elected

by Europeans, extended also to taxation other than customs and excise,

public works, land agriculture, mines and "Coloured" affairs. Expressly

reserved from the territorial legislation are the "Native" affairs, including

the imposition of taxation upon persons, lands, habitations or earnings of

"Natives". The Territory pays annually a certain proportion of the expen

ditures for tb,e development of the "Native" areas. As in the Union, the

official languages are English and Afrikaans, but the use of the German

language in the Assembly is permissible.
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IV. GENERAL OUTLINE OF APARTHEID

51. The policy of apartheid calls for the separate development of the

various racial groups making up South Africa's population, with overall

political leadership and direction being supplied by the Whites. In relation

to the Bantu population, it is considered that development should take place

primarily within tbe areas specially reserved for that population, and in

particular that only within these areas should the Bantu have political

rights and rights of landownership. Consequently, the entry of the Bantu

within the remainder of the Union, which is regarded as the European area,

should not take place without the consent of the European community and then

only for the purpose of rendering a specific service.

52. It is maintained that this was the original intention of the early

governments of the Union, but that that purpose had gradually been lost

sight of and that the Bantu, not only from within the Union but also from

the three Protectorates and other Territories, had been allowed to encroach

on the living space of the Europeans. They had even been given permission to

settle there on a family basis and to obtain residential rights on grounds

of birth.

53. The present position was that many more Bantu of both sexes were in

the European areas than were necessary as employees both in the urban and

rural European areas. This had led to the incorrect belief that the Bantu

had the same rights, a belief to which some colour had been given by the

limited representation granted to Bantu in the Union Parliament, which has

consequently been abolished.

54. The recent rapid industrial expansion, coupled with the influx to the

cities in European areas and the depopulation of the rural areas and of the

Bantu areas could not but lead to the eventual integration in all respects

of Europeans and Bantu on European soil and the development of a single

multi-racial community. Instead, the present Government of the Union has

reverted to the aim of the peaceful coexistence of separate Bantu communities

and a separate European community, at the same time undertaking to promote

the development of the Bantu areas in a much more purposeful way than previously.
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55. On the political side, Tribal, Regional and Territorial Authorities,

based as far as possible on the traditional institutions of the tribes

concerned, are being established as quickly as practicable and are, at the

Territorial level, to be developed it is hoped into the legislative organs

of self-governing Bantu national units, which will eventually form a South

African Commonwe~lth,togetherwith Ylhite South Africa, whioh will serve as

its oore and guardian ~f the emerging Bantu States. At the same time, the

Bantu have been deprived of their limited representation in the Union

Parliament.

56. It is reoognized that much eoonomic development must be brought about

in the Bantu areas, even to put an end to the present trend of population

to the oities, and still more to reverse it. While many of the Bantu

areas have a high rainfall for South Africa, they amount in all to only

12 per cent of the land area of the Union and have suffered much from poor

methods of oultivation and from overstocking. It is intended to transform

methods of land use in the reserves, so that a smaller number of farmers

will make a more intensive and scientific use of the land. It is hoped

to find economic opportunities for those displaced from the land or

attracted back from the ~bite area by an increasing industrialization in

part by Bantu vdthin the areas concerned, but to a greater extent by the

establishment of industries controlled by Whites on the fringes of the

reserves, so that Bantu employees could continue to live in the reserves.

51. It is recognized that for § considerable time no major change can occur

in the existing situation by which the majority of the unskilled labour

force in the heart of the ~~ite area consists of Bantu. Nor is the con

tinuation of a system of migrant labour over the long run regarded as

inconsistent with the apartheid policy. Apartheid does, however, mean

the gradual development of self-sufficiency for both parties concerned.

Influx control, more rigorously operated through a nationwide system of

labour bureaux and through the issuing of reference books to Bantu who

must carry them at all times, will endeavour to limit the Bantu population

in urban areas to the minimum.

58. Since a large Jantu labour force continues to work in European urban

areas, the Apartheid policy aims at the creation of fair living conditions
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for workers in those areas. This will, as in the past, be on the basis

of segregated housing and transportation facilities, with an effort to

remove any exceptions to the rule which may have crept in in the past.

The urban Bantu must be brought more closely into touch with their true

homeland, namely, the Bantu areas of the Union, since the present system

of having an ~ttached mass of Bantu individuals living in cities without

traditional sanotions has proved a dismal failure. Internal services and

internal self-government should be developed within the segregated urban

areas, but should be linked in a positive way with the traditional

authorities of the Bantu homelands.

59. Little is said in expositions of apartheid policy about the position

of the ~antu in European rural areas. While this should in theory be

open to the same objections as in urban areas, it oocasions no practical

conflict with European economic interests and no obvious political danger

and of course conforms to a pattern of life which long preceded the Union.

Il~lack spots" of landownership by Bantu will be removed', however, and there

is pressure to transform existing squatters and labour tenants into contraot

labourers.

60. The foregoing account, derived from official or semi-official sources,

is a description of long-term aims as regards relations between the European

and the Bantu popUlation. The question of the place of the other communities

- Asiatics and Coloureds - within the Union has been less systematically

expounded. One of the difficulties is that there is no large area within

the Union which could be regarded as the homeland of either of these groups.

Indeed the Coloured group was directly associated with European colonization

from its earliest stages and shares a common cultural, and in part racial,

origin. A section of White opinion has indeed regarded the Coloureds as

natural allies in the support of civilized standards against the pressure

from the Bantu. On the other hand, the present Government has felt that

the need to maintain White supremacy requires it to take measures inoreasing

the differentiation between Whites and Coloureds. Thus the remains of

political representation enjoyed by the Coloureds in the Cape .have now been

placed on a communal basis. The right of Coloured persons to sit on

Municipal bodies in the Cape has also been taken away. A separate University

College has been established for them. A separate Coloured Affairs Depart-

ment has recently been established to co-ordinate some of their social services.
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61. As concerns the Indian element of the population, there is no doubt

that repatriation to the Indian sub-continent would be regarded by most

White South Africans as the ideal and natural solution. Since their

voluntary repatriation cannot, however, be secured, it is considered

necessary to encompass their economic activities and social life within

a framework which will remove tmy threat to what is felt to be the

European standard-of-living. This is of course nothing more than an

intensification of the restrictions placed on Indians from the earliest

days of their trading activities in Natal.

62. The deliberate limitation of instances of inter-raoial social contact

and economic competition has indeed been one of the most consistent features

of apartheid policy. Skilled occupations and even some classes of unskilled

work have been reserved for White employees. The unscrambling of mixed

residential patterns in the bigger cities has been undertaken with a zeal

undeterred by the complexities of resettlement or the hardships caused to

individuals. The desire to maintain the purity of the White race has been

evidenced by the registration of the whole population under racial categories

and the prohibition of marriage between Whites and non-Whites, which has

been supplemented by a law making extra-marital intercourse between such

persons a criminal offence.

63. Finally, various measures have been taken to discourage political

opposition to the apartheid policy. While normal political party activity

continues and inter-racial political co-operation as such is not illegal,

the Government has wide powers enabling it to dissolve political organi

zations which it considers to be a threat to the peace, to adopt emergency

regulations under which persons may be detained without trial (first used

on a large scale after the recent disorders) and to have persons excluded

from political life as "communists". The criminal law has been stiffened

to deter campaigns of protest or defiance against existing laws, while the

continued and intensified enforcement of the pass laws, liquor laws and

other similar legislation resulted in the conviction of more than a million

Africans for non-serious offences in 1955.

64. In general those aspects of apartheid which directly affect White areas

have been applied with a steady determination, qualified by a concern to
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avoid major economic dislocation, while those affecting Native areas are

still largely in the formative stage. Ironically enough, the Government

has carried out a major and commendable programme of housing for Natives

in White urban areas, most of which has consisted of the replacement of

slums and shant~-towns with a completely Native population and only a
r

small amount of which has been for the resettlement of Natives from areas

of mixed population. On the other hand, measures for the economic

development and rehabilitation of the Bantu areas have been very small

in relation to the needs set forth in the report of the Tomlinson Commission

five years ago. Nor does the effort to replace such elected councils as

existed in Bantu areas by councils composed of traditional elements seem

calculated to evoke any great effort by the people in those areas for

their own self-improvement. While recent statistics are not available,

there is no reason to believe that the movement of population from the

reserves to the urban areas has been to any extent arrested.
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V. DETAILED MEASURES OF APARTHEID
AND THEIR IMPLE:MENTATION

(a) Promotion of Bantu Self-Government

65. The concept of separate territorial development of self-governing

Bantu homelands within the Union of South Africa was incorporated into

law as the Promo~ion of Bantu Self-Government Act, 1959.

66. As revealed during the debate on the Bill in Parliament, the Bantu

system of self-government is to apply in the Native areas or reserves,

where slightly less than 40 per cent of the Native population lives.

These areas now cover some 12 per cent of the total land area of the Union,

though additional purchases planned may add anoth~r 2 or 3 per cent.

Natives elsewhere, in the rural and urban areas of the Union, are to be

considered as having tribal links with the Bantu homelands. Bantu represen

tatives from the Bantu areas are to be sent to urban areas to serve among

the members of their group, provision for this being incorporated in the Act.

67. The Act provides for the recognition of eight Bantu "National units":

the North-Sotho, South-Sotho, Tswana, Zulu, Swazi, Xhosa, Tsonga and Venda.

Their boundaries are not yet defined, but some of these areas are now

inhabited by different tribes and three of the areas cited consist of widely

separated or scattered Native areas. Indeed only the Xhosa area of the

Transkei and Vendaland are compact blocks. It is apparently the long-term

intention to create compact blocks for the other areas by voluntary exchange

of land between European and Bantu, but in the meantime any authority

established for the North-Sotho, Tswana, Zulu and Tsonga units would have

to be on an ethnic and not a territorial basis, while the establishment of

the South-Sotho and Swazi Territorial Authorities would be dependent on the

transfer of B~sutoland and Swaziland to Union sovereignty.

68. Five Commissioners-General are to be appointed by the Governor-General

to represent the Government in the Bantu areas. They are to guide and advise

the national units, promote the development of the administration of justice,

consult with Bantu authorities and chiefs, and advise the Minister of Bantu

Administration and Development on the needs and wishes of the people.
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69. The governing bodies in the Bantu areas are to be those established

under the Bantu Authorities Act, 1951, which provided for the creation

of tribal, regional and territorial authorities, after consultation

with the tribes concerned. On establishment these Bantu authorities

replace exis~ing 19cal or district councils, constituted on a partly
r

elective basis. The 1959 Act extended the powers of the regional

authorities and defined the powers of territorial authorities.

70. Pending the establishment of a territorial authority, the principal

body in each national unit, the Governor-General may assign any of its

prescribed powers to a regional authority, or he may as an interim

measure establish a territorial board.

71. The tribal authorities consist of a chief or headman and councillors;

the appointment of councillors is subject to approval by a European

official and they may be deposed by the Minister of Bantu Administration

and Development. The regional authorities are elected or selected from

the chiefs or headmen and councillors of the tribal authorities within

their respective areas. The territorial authorities, one of which is to

be established for each national unit, are to be similarly composed by

election or selection from the regional authorities concerned.

72. The power to appoint, recognize and depose chiefs and headmen and

to prescribe their duties, powers and privileges, vests in the Governor

General and the Minister of Bantu Administration and Development. This

power may now, however, be assigned to a territorial authority, subject

to such conditions and restrictions as the Governor-General may prescribe,

and provided that the recognition, appointment or deposition of chiefs

and headmen remains subject to the approval of the Governor-General or

the Minister. Meanwhile, their power has been limited in one respect

by the 1959 Act in that, in an area where a territorial authority is

established, they may appoint, recognize or depose chiefs or headmen

only after consultation with the territorial authority concerned.

73. The functions of the tribal authorities are generally to assist

and guide the chief or headman in the performance of his functions.

Those of the regional authorities are somewhat broader, including generally
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any matters a£fecting the interests of Natives in their areas, such as the

establishment and running of educational institutions, hospitals and clinics,

the construction and maintenance of roads, bridges, drains and dams, the

prevention and combating of soil erosion, suppression o£ stock diseases,

af£orestation, and the improvement o£ agriculture.
r

74. Progressively'extensive authority may be assigned to the territorial

authorities by the Governor-General or by Parliament. Initially, each

territorial authority is to maintain close contact with the commissioner

general, to assume a leading role and, i£ necessary, assist tribal and

regional authorities in matters a££ecting the material, spiritual, moral and

social welfare and educational interests o£ the Native population; endeavour

to ensure the effective development o£ the administration of justice and

law courts. In addition, territorial authorities are authorized to convene

oonferences of their population and to invite the Minister or commissioner

general to attend suoh conferences, to make representations to the Government,

to provide, subject to applicable laws, £or the establishment of markets and

pounds, the erection and maintenance o£ buildings, the licensing and allo

cation of trading and other sites in respect of Natives and other matters.

75. With respect to the further extension-of powers of the territorial

authorities, the 1959 Act authorizes the Governor-General to assign to them,

subject to such oonditions as he may presoribe, any matter regarding which he

or the Minister f1may in terms o£ any law make regulations or impose any

prohibition or prescribe any requirement II which in his opinion falls within

the scope of territorial administration. Such assignment is however subject

to the important safeguard that the assignment does not divest the Governor

General or the Minister of any of their powers and any suoh assignment may at

any time be withdrawn, provided the enactments made be£ore the withdrawal

remain in force until repealed by the Governor-General or the Minister.

76. The regulatory powers o£ the Governor-General or the Minister under

Union laws, it should be noted, are most extensive, covering such matters as

the maintenance o£ law and order, the prevention and punishment of crime,

the control of public assembly, the entry, removal, residence and movement of

persons, the occupation and use of land, the reoruitment and control of labour

and conditions of work, and health, education and welfare services. They

also include, among other matters, the power conferred on the Governor-General
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by the Promotion 'of Ban~ Self-Government Act, 1959, to make regulations,
which are to be incorpo~ated as part of the Act, in regard to any matter

which he may consider necessary for the attainment of the objects of the Act.

77. Subject again to such conditions as he may stipulate, the Governor-General

may vest in a territorial authority any right or obligation over land within

its area of jurisdiction which has been vested or acquired by the South

Africa Native Trust and with any power, function or duty vested in the

Governor-General and the Minister in regard to this land. This might there

fore include such matters as the control over mineral concessions and mining,

and the development of the land for settlement, agricultural, pastoral and

industrial purposes, and the provision of land for the accommodation of

Natives removed from other areas of the union.~

78. The tribal, regional and territorial authorities are entitled to make

enactments regarding matters assigned to them. These enactments are, however,

subject to the approval of the Governor-General, who may refer them back.

Thereafter he may amend them, add to them or repeal existing clauses, and

these changes are to be deemed to have been made by the regional authority.

Should the latter fail to make enactments on matters for which it is

responsible, the Minister, after a local inquiry is held, may require it

to do so and, failing this, the Minister himself may make the enactments which

are to be deemed to have been made by the relevant Bantu authority.

79. In addition, the Bantu authorities may levy rates, not to exceed £1

per year, except that territorial authorities are authorized to levy additional

rates and income tax, all such rates or taxes requiring the Governor-General's

approval.

80. A treasury is to be established for each Bantu authority area, under

the control of the Minister of Bantu Administration and Development or, on

such conditions as he deems fit, under the control of the relevant Bantu

authority. The proceeds of any rate, levy or tax imposed, charges for

services provided by the authority, fines and fees collected, and any moneys

that may be contributed by Parliament are payable into these treasuries.

Estimates of revenue and expenditure require official approval.

AI Native Trust and Land Act, No.18 Of 1936, as amended.
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81. Between 1951 and 30 September 1959, the Bantu authority system had been

fully established only in the Transkei, a Xhosa area where it was possible to

transform and adapt the existing council system for the purpose. Unlike other

areas, the Transkei has district authorities as well as tribal and regional

authorities. The only existing Territorial Authority was established in the

Transkei in March 1959, replacing the "Bunga" or Transkeian General Council.

The system was fairly well developed among the Xhosa of the Ciskei, and in

the Southern Sotho, Tswana, Swazi, Venda and Tsonga areas and only in the

early stages in the Zulu and Northern-Sotho areas.

82. In some instances, Natives preferred to retain existing partly elective

local councils rather than adopt the Bantu authorities system, and provision

was mad~ for the establishment of local and general councils on the recommen

dation of the Native Affairs Commission, a national advisory body to the

Minister of Bantu Administration and Development, composed of European officials.

The councillors may be selected or elected in a manner regulated by the Governor

General, and their powers of local government, comparable to those of a Bantu

regional authority, are subject to his control.

83. The Prime Minister has emphasized that the Bantu will be encouraged to

carry their political development as far as they are able to do so. It seems

clear, moreover, that the more progressive Bantu authorities, particularly

those in the Transkei, wish to exploit the undoubted perspectives of advancement

which the Government has opened up for them. They are handicapped, however, by

a lack of assured popular support such as would be provided if the basic tribal

authorities were elected and by general economic and social backwardness.

Already many Chiefs have been criticized as being too subservient to the Govern

ment and such criticism has now been levelled at the Chiefs in the Transkei,

where African nationalists have begun to agitate. In any case, the development

of Bantu Territorial Authority into self-governing units is enVisaged as a very

gradual prooess and it has been stated by the Secretary of the Department of

Bantu Administration and Development that the utmost degree of autonomy in

administrative matters which the Union Parliament is likely to be prepared to

conoede will stop short of actual surrender of sovereignty by the European

trustee.2I

21 Optima, Maroh 1959, page 8.
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(b) Economic and Social Develo~ent of the Bantu Areas

84. Existing economic and social conditions in the Bantu areas have been

described in great detail in the report of the Commission for the Socio

Economio Development of the Bantu Areas within the Union of South Africa

(the Tomlinson Co~issio~), a summary of which was published in 1955. With
,

a steadily increasing population still farming most of the land under a

communal tenure and by traditional subsistence methods, serious overcrowding

and overstooking exists and considerable soil erosion has ooourred and will

be intensified if remedial measures are not taken immediately. Agriculture

oarried on mainly by women is much less produotive than in the White areas

and the Bantu areas as a whole are food-deficienoy areas. A large proportion

of adult males domiciled in the Bantu areas, estimated at more than 40 per

cent in 1951, are temporarily absent at any one time for the purposes of

taking employment in the White areas. Mining and industrial aotivity are

practi~lly non-existent and there is a complete absence of urban life,

although a number of European towns are enclaves in or are in close proximity

to the Bantu areas (including Umtata, the adm~nistrative centre for the Transkei).

85. The Tomlinson Commission considered that the development of the Bantu

areas was imperative and urgent not only to arrest the trend of migration to

existing urban areas, but also to combat widespread poverty and deterioration

of land and to give to the Bantu opportunities for both communal and personal

advancement.

86. In the Commission's view, the aim should be that of developing a fully

diversified eoonomy comprising primary, secondary and tertiary economic

activities. Any programme of development must give due weight to the human

factor and prepare the Bantu to occupy all posts within the Bantu Areas,

including the highest rungs of the social ladder in all spheres of life.

87. In order to achieve a diversified economy, the first essential is to

establish a true Bantu farming olass, settled on farm units large enough to

ensure a fair living from the land. In the second place, those who cannot

obtain the whole of their subsistence from the land must be removed from it

and developed into a true urban population. Large-scale urban development

within Bantu Areas on sound economic foundations must absorb both the surplus

agricultural population and the natural increase of the Bantu population within
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the Bantu areas and a part of the natural increase of the Bantu population

domiciled in the European Areas. The Bantu must be given security of land

tenure based upon private ownership, both in rural and in urban areas.

88. The Commission noted a number of sites within Bantu areas suitable for

industrial develovment, and considered that a Development Corporation with

a capital of £25 millio~ should be established to promote industrial develop

ment by providing basic services and in some cases establishing industries

itself. Noting the virtual absence of capital and entrepreneurial ability

among the Bantu, the Commission, with two members dissenting, recommended

that European entrepreneurs should be encouraged to establish themselves in

Bantu areas. It also considered that the industrial development in European

areas adjacent to Bantu areas, such as the Durb~area and the East London

area, would be easier to achieve and would alleviate the problems of migratory

labour, but would not by itself realize the objectives of separate develop

ment.

89. Development should, in the Commission's view, be balanced, concentrating

not merely upon economic activities, but including also ecclesiastical,

educational, medical and other welfare services to ensure full human

development. For the first ten-year programme an amount of approximately

£104,000,000 would be required. Of this £55,000,000 was of a private-economic

nature, that is to say, interest-bearing and recoverable; while £49,000,000

was of a social-economic nature and presumably not recoverable. If develop

ment occurred at such a rate, the Commission predicted that by 1981 the

d~ jure population would be 9 million, of whom 7 million would depend on

the Bantu areas for their sole support and 2 million would live on the

earnings of migrant workers. At the same time, it estimated 5.2 million Bantu

(eXClusive of migrant workers) would be residing in the European areas.

90. Finally the Commission stated that because of the fragmentary nature

of the Bantu areas it was convinced of the necessity of a policy aimed at

the consolidation of the Bantu areas on the basis of the historico-logical

homelands of the principal ethnic groups.

91. In its statement on the Commission 1 s recommendations, the Government

commended it for its valuable work and for its acceptance of the policy of

apartheid, but expressed some disagreement with many of its detailed
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recommendations. Inter alia, the Government rejected the Commission's

proposals to eliminate tribal land tenure, to allow European industrialists

to establish themselves in the Bantu areas and to establish, at least at

the present stage, a Development Commission. While accepting the principle

that the Territorial Authorities should be established on ethnic bases,

it could not co~it i t·self to detailed boundaries at the present time.

Finally, while a€reein~ that large sums must be expended on the development

of the Bantu areas, it did not deem it advisable to fix, at the present stage,

the amounts needed for the various projects.

92. Over the last few years some improvement has taken place in land

utilization in the reserves. Grain production is reported to have increased

by 15 per cent, sugar production has doubled and sisal and New Zealand flax

have been introduced, while a certain amount of anti-erosion and water

development work has been completed. There has been a considerable increase

in the number of African traders and small businessmen. The first African

wholesale business was established in Vendaland during 1950, with the help

of a Government loan of £10,000. There was, however, in 1959 only one manu

facturing concern employing 22 African operators in the Bantu areas. In

the same year, the Government established a Bantu Investment Corporation

with an initial capital of £500,000 to give encouragement to Bantu

industrial, financial and other undertakings.

93. The Government has particularly emphasized the establishment of

European-owned industries in border areas as a means towards the sound

development of the Bantu areas and has stated its intention to take the

necessary steps gradually to create the desired conditions for attracting

industries to such areas. So far, two large textile factories and a number

of smaller concerns exist in close proximity to the border areas. It

remains to be seen whether a Government which has laid increasing emphasis

on safeguarding the jobs of white workers at artificially high rates will

in fact allow factories in the border areas employing much lower-paid African

workers to undermine their position. If not, the main source of attraction

of industry to the border areas would be eliminated.

94. In any case, it cannot be maintained that the economic development of

Bantu areas, which is clearly needed irrespective of the issue of a~artheid,
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has been pursued with any urgency. It has been calculated in the five years

since the appearance of the Tomlinson report, Parliament has voted only £3.5

million for that purpose, while another £8.7 million has been voted for land

purchase and reclamation. It appears unlikely that the new and projected

projects will absorb the natural increase in the population, let alone relieve

pressure on the land~nd make efficient agriculture possible. Thus the

widely dispersed stretches·of land that constitute the reserves would for the

foreseeable future be poverty-stricken, over-crowded areas that could

certainly not form economically viable autonomous units.~

(0) Bantu Educational Development

95. Closely related to the system of Bantu self-government is the estab

lishment of a separate system of Bantu education introduced in 1953 to implement

Government educational policy of keeping the Bantu members of their own separate

community and fitting them to serve these communities.

96. The administration of Native education, formerly controlled by the

provincial administration as in the case of schools for other racial groups,

was transferred to the Department of Native Affairs in 1953 and now vests

in the separate Department of Bantu Education established at the end of 1958.1/

Religious missions, which have played a prominent part in providing education

for Natives, were given the choice of transferring their schools to the

Government or running them with progressively reduced Government subsidies

which would end after three years. By controlling the registration of such

schools, the Government was also able to prescribe the curriculum and other

conditions with respeot to these schools. Despite a sharp reduction in the

number of mission schools, overall statistics for Bantu education show a

large increase in total pupil enrolment and sch001s.~

97. The Bantu education system encompasses Bantu Government and Bantu

Community schools run by Bantu school committees or boards, State-aided

farm, mine and factory schools for the children of Bantu employees, and

Government-registered mission or other private schools. The Minister of

Bantu Education is empowered to regulate the conditions of service of teachers

A Survey of Race Relations in South Africa, 1958-59, p.lOl.
Bantu Education Act, 1953, as amended.
Report of the Department of Native Affairs, 1954-57; Official Year Book

of the Union of South Africa.
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the media of instruction and syllabuses and other matters relating to the

establishment and operation of Bantu schools.21 A number of teachers who,
Baqtu

aocording to the Minister, threatened to sabotage the/Education Act, were

dismissed after the Central Government assumed control from the proVinces.1Q!

98. Bantu education is financed from a fixed annual contribution by the

Government of £6,500,000 and the proceeds of a general tax on Natives yielding

over £3 million.11J .
99. In addition, Natives oocupying looation houses in urban areas reportedly

pay a speoial tax to cover construction and maintenanoe oosts of lower primary

sohools, and the Bantu school boards must raise the money for building

higher and post-primary sohools in both urban and rural areas. Furthermore,

unlike pupils of other racial groups, Bantu primary sohool ohildren must

supply their own pens, stat'ionery and other requisites, and clean the buildings

and grounds.~ Bantu sohools have operated so far in all areas where the

Bantu have been established in sufficient numbers.

100. It has been reported that the Government would concentrate the estab

lishment of post-primary schools in Bantu areas on a boarding-school basis

and would eventually eliminate such schools in urban areas, exoept where they

worked well. Graduates t future field of activity would be mainly in the

Bantu areas.W

101. The establishment of separate universities under ministerial control

for Bantu persons on an ethnic basis, as well as separate universities for

other non-Europeans, was authorized in 1959.1A/

102. Three new universities, to serve respectively the Sotho, the Zulu and

the Coloured (inoluding Malay and Griqua) groups were officially established

in August and October 1959, the last two being still under construction at

that time. In addition, the University College of Fort Hare, whioh had been

attended until 1 January 1960 by Natives, Coloured persons and Indians, was

made a Bantu university under the management and control of the Minister of

i
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27 Bantu Education Act, 1953, as amended.
1QI Hansard, 17 June 1959, cols. 8318-20.
1I! Natives Taxation and Development Act, 1925,
1]V South African Institute of Race Relations.

in South Africa, 1957-58.
lJJ Ibid: 1958-59, p.260.
~ Act No.45 of 1959.

as amended.
A Survey of Race Relations
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. 11:: /
Bantu Education.~

103. It is prohibited for a European to attend a university for Non-Europeans

and attendance at any of the Non-European universities is limited to the

respective group mentioned above exoept by individual permission granted by

the Minister in Charge.1&!

104. Effective 1 ~anuary 1960, Non-Europeans can no longer register, except

with the written consent of the Minister in charge, in any of the European

universities in South Africa other than the University of South Africa,

where their registration is limited to correspondence courses, and in the

medical school of the University of Natal. Prior to this, they had been

permitted to attend the Universities of Capetown, Natal and Witwatersrand,

but had already been barred from attending the five other European universities.11I
(d) The Position of Natives in Urban Areas

105. The Union has had at all times laws regulating the movement, residence

and employment of Natives in and near urban areas. In recent years, these

provisions have been consolidated and intensified.lQ!

106. Local authorities are required to establish locations, villages or

hostels for the accommodation of Natives within their respective areas. Prior

to 1957, the segregation of Natives within such reservations was dependent on

proclamations made in the case of each locality concerned. The Act was amended

in that year so as to prohibit any Natives, except those employed as domestic

servants or owning property valued at £75 or over, from living in an urban

area outside Native looations, villages or hostels. This latter class are

moreover likely to be affected by the operation of the Group Areas Act.l2I
A 1956 Amendment Law provided that no African women domestic servants could

in future have their children living with them unless permission was granted

by the local authority.

Government Notices 1195, 1196, 1776 of 1959. University College of
Fort Hare Transfer Act, 1959, and Government Notice No.168 of
1959 issued under that Act.

Act No.45 of 1959.
Proclamations 221-223 of 1959.
Native (Urban Areas) Consolidation Act (25 of 1945), as amended.
See footnote ~
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107. In urban areas which have been proclaimed for that purpose,12I no

Native may remain for more than seventy-two hours without special permission,

except for exempted persons and their wives, unmarried daughters or minor

sons. Exemption is granted to any African born and continuously resident

in the area or w~ has worked continuously in such area for one employer

for not less than ten years or has lawfully resided continuously in such

area for not less than fifteen years. Persons in the last two categories

may remain without special permission only if they do not work outside the

area and have never been sentenced to a fine of over £50 or imprisonment

for more than six: months.

108. Natives may be arrested without warrant and by order of a Native

Commissioner be removed from a Native area if he is declared to be an idle

or undesirable person. In 1956, local authorities were empowered to remove

any African legally resident and employed in an urban area if his presence

was considered detrimental to the maintenance of peace and order. A 1956

Act suspended the right of Africans to apply to the Courts for an interim

interdict against a summary removal or arrest. A 1957 Act empowered Native

Commissioners to remove Africans from urban areas at three days' notice

without a court order, thus removing any right of appeal. A person so removed

may be ordered to go to a Native reserve or be sent to farms or to work

colonies, or other institutions, for periods of up to two years.

109. The insecurity of residence by Natives in urban areas has been

emphasized by revised Labour Regulations issued in 1959.

110. No-one may engage an African who is not registered with the local

labour .Bureau. An African man who wishes to enter an urban area for the

purpose of entering employment must obtain permission from the district

labour .Bureau, while a woman must obtain permission from the employment officer

of the district where she normally lives. Unemployed African men within the

urban area must report to the employment officer within three days of becoming

unemployed or unless they are full-time students attaining the age of fifteen.

121 In fact all urban areas and a number of peri-u~ban districts have been
so proclaimed.
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Native women are not required to report, but may not be employed unless

they have done so.

111. Local employment officers must register Africans who qualify to remain

in the urban area or have been authorized to proceed there or are returning

to the same employ-~r. Otherwise Africans may be registered if there is a

suitable work vacancy, or for a period not exceeding seven days while a

vacancy is sought.

112. If an African who qualifies to remain in the urban area. without per

mission cannot be placed immediately, or is unwilling to accept the employment

offered, he is provided with a card stating in what class of work he may

be employed, and is given fourteen days, which may be extended for two

further periods of fourteen days, to find work for himself. If he does not

succeed in finding employment, he is told of vacancies in other areas. If

he accepts one of these jobs, he risks losing the right acquired by birth and

continuous residence or employment to remain in the urban area for more than

12 hours without permission. Should he not be prepared to accept any of the

jobs in outside areas, however, he may be dealt with as an "idle or undesirable"

person and ordered to go to a Native reserve or other place indicated by the

Bantu Affairs Commissioner, or sent to a work colony or other institution.~
Africans employed by mining companies in proclaimed areas are exempt from

this procedure until their contract expires. They are normally recruited and

brought into the area by the company concerned and housed in company-owned

and operated compounds.

113. Throughout the Union, MIseIil Af:rican men of 16 years of ago or over are

required to carry reference books. Failure to produce the book on demand is

SUbject to a maximum fine of £10 or imprisonment for one month, heavier

penalties being provided for failure to possess a reference book.~ Effective

1 February 1958, it became illegal for any person to employ a Native unless

he was in possession of a reference book or, if under 16 years of age, a

document of identification.~ As explained by the Government, this is

designed to prevent "absconding" and the employment of a Native whose reference

]1j Under the Urban Areas (Consolidated) Act, 1945, as amended.
~ Natives (Abolition of Passes and Co-ordination of Documents) Act, 1952.
~ Act 79 of 1951; Government Notice 1747 of 1957.
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book has not been signed off by his previous employer.~ Natives from

outside the Union, South West Africa or the Protectorates must carry documents

of identification distinct from reference bOOks.~

114. The reference books replaced the individual permits or passes previously

required under numerous laws and are required to record such information as

would before have been recorded on the individual passes. This includes per

mission to be in a particular area, to proceed to another area, to work in

a particular area, the date of employment, type of employment, the date of

termination of employment or desertion, the time period allowed for particular

permitted purposes, the payment of levies and taxes, and so on. With certain

exceptions, a reference book must be signed monthly by the Native's employer.

115. For Native men who had previously been exempted from carrying passes

other than their exemption certificates, the issuance of reference books of

a different colour is authorized. For certain previously exempted persons,

including for example chiefs, headmen and persons in defined professional

occupations, fingerprinting is not required. Any exemptions, from service

contracts or from curfew or other restrictions, must be noted in the reference

books.

116. The reference book system was extended to Native women in 1956, but the

mass issuance of the books to women has not yet been completed and carrying

them has not yet been made generally compulsory. In urban areas, however,

Native women need to carry some proof that they are legally in the area and

that they have not illegally accepted employment, in order to protect them

selves against arrest.

117. The Pass Laws have been enforced with rigour. In 1957, 365,911 Africans,

that is, more than 1,000 a day, were convicted of offences against laws and

regulations controlling their freedom of movement. It is believed that

extremely large numbers pay fines as admission of guilt and do not appear in

court, while others accept direction to work on farms as an alternative to

prosecution. In addition, 28,364 Africans were convicted for offences against

laws and regulations relating to labour, while 177,890 were prosecuted for

offences against the tax laws.

]AI Report of the Department of Native Affaire, 1954-57.
~ Act 79 of 1957.
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118. Undoubtedly, the harassment involved in the enforcement of the

"pass laws" has been the main cause of African resentment against the

apartheid policy. Not only those directly affected, but all Africans

resident in urban areas must feel a deep insecurity, which indeed stems

from the basic view of advocates of apartheid that the Bantu have no

permanent right_s in urban areas. A sound African family life has also
r

been interfered'with by the obstacles to wives and children joining workers

in the cities. (In principle, they are permitted to do so after the head

of the family has been in the town for two years, if accommodation is

available. )

119. Housing conditions in the immediate post-war period were deplorable.

Much has been done to meet this situation. In Johannesburg, for instance,

despite an increase in the African population from 229,122 in 1936, to

395,231 in 1946 and to 550,000 in 1959, the number of houses for Africans

had been increased from a pre-war figure of 8,830 to 44,273, much of it

of a high standard. As a result, most Bantu have been resettled from

overcrowded slums and squatter camps and it must be added from certain

housing that was satisfactory enough but not sufficiently segregated from

that occupied by people of other races. Impressive services and amenities

have also been prOVided. This has been made possible by large contributions

from central Government funds and has also been facilitated by an alteration

of the law to enable the use of Native labour on skilled operations in the

construction of African housing. Three large Native hostels, each accommo

dating about 5,OOO_single men, had been built.

120. Despite the improved housing, the conditions of unskilled labourers

have remained difficult, with wages varying from £8.12s.0d. to £14. a month,

though skilled workers, traders and a few professional men have much higher

incomes. The rents charged in the new locations have proved a considerable

hardship to those with low incomes, despite reductions in rent for those

not able to pay the full economic rent, while the distance of new locations

from places of employment has been an additional hardship.

121. Not all urban areas have been as successful in seeking to solve the

housing problem as Johannesburg, whose efforts moreover have been appreciably
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supplemented by schemes carried out by a specially created agency of the Central

Government to implement the Group Areas Act. In Durban, progress has been

particularly slow and the Cato Manor area has been the scene of much congestion

and squalor, combined with bitter poverty. It is not suprising that severe

rioting has occurred on several occasions in that area.

"
122. The immediate'cause of such rioting has often been police searches for

liquor. It is illegal for Natives to consume any liquor other than Kaffir

beer, the brewing and sale of which is in many urban areas the monopoly of the

Local Authority which can set the profits against the cost of running the

locations. Many Native women, however, support themselves by brewing Kaffir

beer and selling alcoholic drinks and police efforts to enforce the law have

been violently resisted. Early in 1960, four European and five African policemen

involved in such a search in the Cato Manor area were surrounded and killed.

Apart from such serious incidents, it may be noted that, in 1955, 270,490

Natives were convicted of offences relating to the liquor laws.

(e) Separate Group Areas

123. Few statutes of the Union have been as far-reaching in their implications

as the Group Areas Act.~ This Act authorizes the ultimate establishment of

separate group areas for the different racial groups of the Union. An area

may be declared a group area for occupation purposes or for the ownership of

immovable property, or both, with attendant restrictions on the use, transfer,

acquisition or ownership of immovable property, and elaborate provisions

governing the valuation of property and the payment of compensation. Rights

to property acquired by agreement, testamentary dispositions or otherwise may

be voided except as regards payment of compensation. Areas bordering group

areas may be defined as buffer strips. These "buffer" zones between the group

areas may not be used except under permit, nor may persons dispose of their land

or property in these areas except to the State, unless otherwise permitted.

124. Thus far, the Act is being implemented mainly in the urban areas of

Transvaal, Natal and the Cape Provinces, areas for different racial groups being

defined by Proclamations of the Governor-General. It is still in various

~ Group Areas Act, 1950, as amended; since substituted by the Group
Areas Act, 1957.
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stages of application. At the first stage, property transfers become

frozen to members of the same racial group as the owners, but the racial

group ultimately to be allowed to occupy the area may not yet be proclaimed.

Areas may be demarcated for other racial groups than the current occupiers,

but agreement on an alternate site to resettle the current occupiers may

not yet have beeq determined. In some areas, large-scale resettlements

have already taken place.

125. While members of all racial groups have been directly affected, the

areas demarcated prior to 1960 appear to re~uire the removal of Natives,

Indians and other Non-Europeans and the conse~uent loss of such immovable

property rights as they may have been able to acquire under earlier laws.

Those with established businesses and trading establishments dependent on

customers of other races may be more seriously affected unless they are

able to obtain the required permission to operate outside of their own

ultimate group areas.11I
126. The planning of the various local areas is carried out by local and

central Government authorities. In the Johannesburg area, after the

Government had failed to secure full co-operation from the Johannesburg

CounCil,~ provision for the removal of Natives in the area and their

resettlement elsewhere was made by special Act of Parliament, which

constituted a Natives Resettlement Board, designating it as an urban local

authority, to effect theremoval and resettlement of Natives froIn Sophiatown,

Martindale, Newclare and Pageview. The Governor-General was authorized to

extend the operations of the Natives Resettlement Board to other areas if

he deems it necessary.12/

(f) Other Curtailments of Inter-Racial Contact in Urban Areas

127. Under legislation introduced in 1953, public premises and vehicles

may be reserved by the person in charge for the exclusive use of different

races, and the demarcation of separate amenities for a particular class or

race is not invalidated merely on the ground that no amenity or different

standards of amenity have been demarcated for another class or race.]Q/

217 A Survey of Race Relations, 1957-58, 1958-59.
~ Report of the Department of Native Affairs, 1954-57.
]2/ Natives Resettlement Act, 1954.
]2/ Reservation of Separate Amenities Act, 1953.
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128. In 1957, it became illegal to allow Natives to attend a school,

hospital, club or other institution in urban areas outside of Native resi

dential areas unless the institution was established before 1938. Certain

exceptions, including the admission of Natives to hospitals in emergencies,

were provided. In institutions existing prior to 1938, the number of

Natives attending may not exceed the number attending on 1 January 1938.
r

Moreover, the Minister, with the concurrence of the urban local authority,

may also prohibit Native attendance in institutions established prior to

1938, if the presence of Natives in the area is causing a nuisance or if,

in the Minister's opimion, the institution is conducted in a manner·prejudicial

to the public interest.l1/

(g) Population Registration and Identity Cards

129. The compulsory classification and the compilation of central and

district registers of all South Africans by race was introduced by the

Population Registration Act, 1950. Under this Act, identity cards, bearing

identifying particulars, including the racial classification and a photo-

graph, must be issued to every person over 16 years of age, provision for

exceptions being made in the case of non-Native aliens temporarily in the Union.

130. The identity cards, which are distinct from the reference books issued

to Natives, need not be carried by non-Natives who must, however, be able

to produce them within 1 days on demand by an authorized official.

131. As of the beginning of 1960, the classification had not yet been completed.

(h) Labour Organization

132. The establishment of "mixed ll trade unions comprising European and

Coloured or Asian members, from which Natives were in any case barred,

became prohibited in 1956 unless special Ministerial exemption was granted.

Existing mixed unions were required to establish separate branches, and

Coloured participation in the executive bodies was forbidden; in 1959 the

branches were further required to hold separate meetings. Natives are

placed under greater disabilities, since their trade unions are not given

official recognition. They are also barred from appointment as representatives

of employees on an industrial councilor before a conciliation board, and

J!I Native Laws Amendment Act, 1957.
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it is illegal for them to strike.~

133. Natives are also barred from skilled construction, with few exceptions,

except in Native areas or Native residential areas in urban areas, while all

Non-Europeans are barred from skilled work reserved by law for Europeans in

mines and works and specified industries.Jl!

134. The principlsrof reserving even unskilled jobs or a fixed proportion of

jobs in a particular industry to a particular racial group has recently been

introduced.l1I Thus in a recent determination by the Minister of Labour,~
the percentage of ~Vhite and Coloured employees working in firms in the clothing

industry must not fall below that existing on the effective date. Moreover,

all vacancies in the Industry in the main industrial areas of the Cape Province

and Natal are reserved for Whites and Coloureds. (These include a number of

districts in close proximity to the Bantu areas, where one would have expected

to find the employment of Bantu workers encouraged.)

(i) Civil Liberties

135. In recent years a number of laws designed to curb opposition to Government

policy by persons of any racial group have been enacted.

136. Since 1953, any person convicted of an offence proved to have been committed

as a protest or in support of any campaign against any law, or for the repeal

or modification of any law, or a limitation of the application or administration

of any law, is liable to a maximum of £300 fine, imprisonment for 3 years, or

whipping not exceeding ten strokes or any two of these punishments. Heavier

penalties, up to £500, five years imprisonment and ten strokes is authorized

for any person convicted of advising, encouraging, inciting, commanding, aiding

or procuring any other person to commit such an offence. These heavier penalties

are also prescribed for persons offering or receiving financial or other assistance

from sources within or outside the Union in support of resistance against

the laws.&

jy

Jl!
.l4!
W
]g

Industrial Conciliation Act, 1956, as amended; Native Labour (Settlement of
Disputes) Act, 1953.

Native Building Workers Act, 1951; Mines and Works Act, 1956, and
Industrial Conciliation Act, 1956, as amended •

Industrial Conciliation Act, 1956, as amended.
Government Gazette of 6 May 1960.
Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1953; Police Act, 1959.
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137. Earlier, in 1950, communist activities and organizations promoting

such activities became subject to prohibition. The definitions of communism

include the bringing about of any political, industrial, social or economic

change within the Union by unlawful acts or omissions or by threat of

unlawful acts or omissions.l1I Some mention should also be made of the

right of the Gov8fnor-General to proclaim a state of emergency in any area

if in his opinion activities or threats of activities are likely to endanger

or threaten to endanger public order or public safety. In that event,

he has almost unlimited regulatory powers.J§/

138. Among the measures authorized in the interests of maintaining public

order or curbing communist activities are summary arrest and detention,

the banning of meetings, banning persons from meetings or from certain areas,

banishment from one area to another, and deportation of persons not born

in the Union.l2/

(j) Limitation of the Authority of Courts

139. Limitations have also been imposed on the authority of the courts or

on the right of appeal to the courts.

140. In 1956, when the Government finally succeeded in removing the Coloured

voters in the Cape Province from the common electoral roll and removing from

the constitution the entrenchment provision protecting the right of Non

Europeans to vote for representatives to Parliament, it also provided, by

the same Act,~ that no court of law could pronounce on the validity of

any law passed by Parliament other than a law altering the remaining

entrenched sections of the South Africa Act, 1909.

141. Since 1956, the Governor-General has been authorized to declare by

proclamation that no order of a court or a competent administrative authority

requiring a Native to depart or be removed from any place can be stayed

Suppression of Communism Act, 1950.
Public Safety Act, 1953.
Public Safety Act, 1953; Riotous Assemblies Act, 1956

of Communism Act, 1950.
Act No.9 of 1956.

Suppression
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or suspended by interdict or other legal process or appeal or review

proceedings. If a court declares a removal order illegal, it can, on

applioation by the Native, order payment of oompensation to him for the

actual loss sustained.~

142. This prohibition of interdicts has been applied, inteL ali~, to

orders, whicn a Native Commissioner is empowered to issue, for the

removal from Trust land in the Cape, Natal and the Transvaal, of persons

likely to oause disturbance or unrest or to hinder peaceful administration

and persons whose presence is unauthorized, and orders for the cancellation

of occupation rights. It has also been extended to orders served on

Natives convicted of residing illegally on land outside of a Native

Reserve or Native Trust farm, or of being unlawfully in urban areas.~

~ Act 64 of 1956.
]]I Proclamations Nos. 259 of 1951, 116 of 1958, 345 of 1951 and 268 of 1959.
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VI. POLITICAL PARTIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

(a) Introduction

143. Party political life in South Africa is confined almost wholly

to the European population, since Non-Whites are not eligible for

election to Pa~liament. The small Liberal Party seems to be the only

political party with.non-Vlliite membership, and its parliamentary strength

was limited to the representation of the special Native constituencies

which have now been abolished.

144. The organized segment of the Non-White population of South Africa

belongs mainly to the three Congresses of the Africans, Indians and

the Coloured, which are allied with the Congress of Democrats, a European

organization, in the so-called "Congress Movement. 1I The Pan-African

Congress, which led the recent movement against the pass laws, was formed

by a group which seceded from the African National Congress in 1959.

145. Basically, South Africa has been a bipartisan State with the White

electorate divided almost equally between the National Party representing

Afrikaner nationalism and the United Party representing mainly the

English-speaking popUlation. Both are committed to segregation: they

differ only on the more extreme measures of apartheid and on the question

of relations with the United Kingdom. A split in the United Party

parliamentary group led in 1959 to the formation of the Progressive Party

by the more liberal wing. This group has twelve members in Parliament,

but its electoral strength is unknown.

146. Of the 160 members of the present House of Assembly, elected in

1958, 102 belong to the National Party and 41 to the United Party. Twelve

members, elected on the United Party ticket, now belong to the Progressive

Party formed in 1959. One member elected on the National Party ticket

was expelled from the Party in 1959 for advocating that racial policy

matters be discussed with Non-Whites; he is now described as an

"independent Nationalist".

147. The large majority of seats obtained by the National Party does not

reflect a corresponding voting power. If account is taken of the 24

uncontested United Party seats, the votes of the two major parties were

roughly equal.
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148. Of the three former Native representatives, two belonged to the Liberal

Party, and one was an independent described as "pro-Communist". The four

representatives of the t1Cape Coloured" are independents friendly to the

United Party.

149. At the last_relections the United Party enjoyed the support of the

English-speaking voters (about 40 per cent of the total), as well as a

dwindling proportion of Afrikaans-speaking voters; the National Party

derived its strength almost wholly from the latter. Geographically, the

United Party is dominant in Natal and led until recently in the Cape, while

the National Party dominates Transvaal, the Orange Free State and South

West Africa. The United Party has its main strength in the urban and business

community where the English-speaking population is concentrated; the

Afrikaners, however, are increasingly entering business and industry, and

now constitute about half the urban White population. The Dutch Reformed

Church is behind the National Party, while the Anglican Methodist and Catholic

Churches are opposed to apartheid. The labour unions are divided. The White

mineworkers are strongly in favour of the colour bar. The Labour Party,

which had some strength in industrial unions, was formerly allied with the

United Party. It was routed in the 1958 elections when it stood alone and

came out against discrimination.

(b) The National Party

150. The National Party, which constitutes the governmental majority,

advocates republican independence and apartheid. Its policy on "Relations

with the Non-European Races" was laid down in its 1952 Constitution as follows:

"As a basic principle of its attitude towards Natives and
Coloureds, the Party recognizes that both are permanent parts of
the country's population, under the Christian trusteeship of the
European races. It is strongly opposed to every attempt which might
lead to the mixing of European and non-European blood, and strives to
cultivate a spirit of goodwill and mutual trust between Europeans and
non-Europeans,as being in the best interests of South Africa.

lIIn accordance with this principle it desires to give the non
European races the opportunity to develop themselves, each race in its
own field, in both the material and spiritual spheres, in keeping with
their natural gifts and abilities. Furthermore the Party assures them
fair and just treatment under the law and in the administration of the
country.
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lilt also declares itself in favour of the territorial and
political segregation of the Native, and of separation between
Europeans and non-Europeans in general and in the residential and
- a.s far as is practicable - in the industrial spheres. In
addition it wishes to protect all groups of the population
against Asiatic immigration and competition, among other means
by preventing further encroachment on their means of livelihood
and by; an effective scheme of Asiatic segregation and repatriation."

(c) The United Partl

151. The United Party is the major opposition party in the present

Assembly •

152. Its "Native policy" was indicated as early as 1946 as followJ]l

lI(a) An earnest endeavour will be made to arrive at a
satisfactory solution of the Native question along lines which,
without depriving the Native of his right of development, will
recognize as paramount the essentials of European civilization.

"(b) It is recognized that a solution of the political
aspect of this question on the basis of separate representation
of Europeans and Natives, or otherwise, being fundamental in
character and not having hitherto been a matter of party division,
should as far as possible be sought through agreement and should
be left to the free exercise of the discretion of the individual
members representing the Party in Parliament.

"(c) The recognition of the Natives as a permanent portion
of the population of South Africa under the Christian trusteeship
of the European race is accepted as a fundamental principle of
Native policy, together with the definite avoidance of race
intermixture, and the promotion of a spirit of goodwill and
mutual confidence between the two races as being in the best
interests of South Africa."

153. The United Party's position on Native affairs remains within

the broad framework of this policy statement. Its outlook is basically

pragmatic; it presently supports segregation and pass laws, but not

the Nationalist Bantustan project. It criticizes the Government mainly

on the methods of implementation. Its present leader, Si~'Villers

Graaf, during the 1959 debate on the Promotion of Bantu Self-Government

Bill, reiterated the traditional United Party policy of "White leadership

with justice" in an integrated South Africa. The maintenance of White

--_._-_._-
Programme of Principles, Constitution and Nomination Regulations

of the United Party, 1946.
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leadership, he said, would depend on a sincere willingness and desire to

share the fruits Qf Western civilization with those non-Vfuites who developed
acceptl.ng and

the capacity for/carrying the joint responsibility for the country's future

well-being. Only when the Africans had undergone a long period of training

in the ways and responsibilities of democracy could claims to greater rights

be entertained, arid then only with the agreement of a decisive majority of

the electorate. Meanwhile, the Wbite group should be strengthened numerically

(through immigration) and the Cape Coloured community restores to "its

traditional status of an appendage of the White race. 1I

154. Positive steps recommended by Sir de Villiers for the immediate future

were that the number of representatives of Africans in the Senate should be

increased, and their representation in the Assembly extended to the northern

provinces, on the basis of a separate roll, all their representatives still

being members of the White race. (The United Party Congress later decided on

a maximum of eight African representatives in the Assembly.) Extensive steps

should be taken for the development of the Reserves. The right to individual

ownership of land there should be gradually extended, and a system of con

trolled home-ownership should be introduced in areas set aside for Africans

in the towns. He also insisted on the necessity to uplift the living standards

of Africans. The powers of African local government bodies, both within and

outside the Reserves, should be extended, the elective system being intro

duced wherever possible.

155. As for the future, he envisaged a federal political structure, in

which all races would be separately represented in Parliament, constitu

tional safeguards ensuring that no one group could oppress another.~'

(d) The Progressive Party

156. The Progressive Party was born out of a split at the Bloemfontein

Congress of the United Party in August 1959 over a resolution opposing the

acquisition of new lands to be added to the Native Reserves in accordance

with the Government's undertaking of 1936. The Progressives opposed the

resolution on the ground that this move, designed to attract adherence of

the ~Vhite farmers, would constitute a breach of faith.

44/ A Survey of Race Relations, 1958-59, .2.£. cit., pp.3-4.
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157. Among the Parliament members who left the United Party to form the

Progressive Party were Dr. Jan Steytler, leader of the United Party in

the Cape Province, and Mr. Harry Lawrence, former Cabinet minister.

Mr. Harry Oppenheimer, the leading industrialist of the country, resigned

from the United Party and announced "general sympathy" with the new group,

though net membef';ship in it.

158. The reasons for the secession of the Progressives from the United

P~rty lie deeper than the question of the acquisition of lands for the

Natives. On the one hand, following a steady decline in votes in three

general elections, the United Party's right wing sought to force out the

liberal wing so that "Nationalist moderates" might be attracted to the

Party. On the other hand, the Progressives were opposed to the steady

rightward drift of the United Party since 1948. They insisted that the

Party should admit in principle the "full implications" of the acceptance

of a multi-racial community or state. They called for the interpretation

of United Party policy in a "forward-looking mannertf
•

159. The Progressives, unlike the Liberals, do not constitute an

ineffective fringe of the party structure. Some observers feel that they

represent the views of enlightened industrialists and a large body of

intellectuals. Their bold stand on aspects of apartheid is not so much

due to liberalism as to a conviction that apartheid is untenable.

160. At its founding conference in November 1959, the Progressive Party

appointed a commission of experts to examine proposals for a "rigid"

constitution which would protect group rights. It called for voting rights

to non-Whites, subject to certain qualifications, the repeal of a number

of apartheid laws (Population Registration Act, Group Areas Act, Immorality

Act and Extension of University Education Act), the abolition of pass laws

and influx control, the relaxation of industrial colour bars and the

granting of trade union rights to skilled and semi-skilled non-Whites,

and to unskilled non-Whites under Government supervision.

161. The Progressive Party's attitude on race relations is also indicated

by the motion tabled in the House of Assembly on 5 February 1960 by
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Dr. Steytler:

"That this House -

"(1) accepts the permanent multi-racial character of the South
South African nation and society and accordingly rejects any policy
designed to partition the Union; and

11(2) in order to establish our multi-racial State on a stable and
durable basis, regards as essential a new and reformed constitution
which will:-

n(a) contain adequate safeguards for each of our racial
communities against domination by any other;

!feb) accord to each such community its due share in the
government of the country;

II(C) guarantee the fundamental rights and liberties of the
individual irrespective of race or colour;

lI(d) decentralize legislative and executive power in the
interests of a reasonable degree of provincial and local
self-government." 52J

In his supporting speech, Dr. Steytler stressed that, despite the appli

cation of the policy of apartheid during twelve years, the urban Native

population had continued to increase, as well as the part played by the

Natives in the South African economy. "All the information we have

emanating from the Prime Minister and the Minister of Bantu Administration,

all the findings and all the speeches from the other side, point to the fact

that the implementation of that plan (the Bantustan Plan) is an impossibility

••••• we regard (it also) as a dangerous deception of the White man in

South Africa. 1t He stated further that his party also rejects the idea of

continuing the policy of White domination. "There are numerous people in

South Africa who fear for the future because the Whites form such a small

minority ••• But I do not think th~t there is any member here who will

differ from me when I say that there is no more insecure basis for the

Vfuite man's survival than failure to be just towards his fellow-men. lI He

also recalled the existence of such groups as the Coloured community and the

Indian community for whom no "Bantustan" can even be contemplated.

52J Union of South Africa, House of Assembly Debates (Hansard), No.3, 1960, 1'.1000
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162. After stressing that all South Africans should participate in the

political life of the country, Dr. Steytler dismissed the idea of having

separate rolls for electors belonging to the various racial groups; all

persons, to whatever group they belong, should be on the same electoral

roll, provided ~hey possess the necessary qualifications which should be
,-

the same for alL He announced that his party had appointed a commission

of experts to make proposals to the Party Congress as to the qualifications

which voters should possess.

163. Another member of the Progressive Party, Dr. de Beer, added that

the Union of South Africa, with its multi-racial and multi-lingual population,

was more than any other country in need of a rigid constitution "which will

ensure that no racial group shall dominate or oppress another group or

groups." In particular, Dr. de Beer indicated that "we propose the inclusion

in the reformed constitution of South Africa of a Bill of Rights which will

protect the fundamental rights of speech, of freedom of association, of

religion and other basic rights of the individual; to protect them in the

sense that legislation passed by a legislative body in South Africa in

defiance of those protections will be declared ultra vires by the courts of

law. But the protection of individual rights is not sufficient in a multi

racial country like South Africa because one can easily envisage measures

which on the face of it are not discriminatory against individuals but

which may undermine and destroy the traditional attitudes and pastimes of

one or other racial groups. Therefore we suggest that either through Senate

reform or in some other way specific parliamentary means be afforded to

each racial group to protect itself. The sort of plan we suggest ••• is that

with the common-roIl-elected House of Assembly there should be a communally

elected Upper House or Senate ••••• We propose that there should be defined

a class of special or reserved legislation, which will be those laws which

are potentially oppressive of the rights of some racial group, and that

legislation falling within that defined category should require not only

an ordinary majority in the [Senate], but some small degree of assent - it

might be 10 per cent or 15 per cent from the members representing each

racial group." Dr. de Beer indicated also certain measures aiming to

increase thesphere of powers of the provinces and to make them more independent

from the Union Government. However, this does not mean that his Party is in
any manner in fa,vour of "Bantustans". Such a "degree of federalization" could

make it easier for the High Commission territories to join the Union.
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(e) The Minor Parties

164. The Li2~ral Party has achieved prominence and publicity because of its

inter-racial membership, its advocacy ofa common franchise roll based on

uniform qualifications of education and income or prcperty, and the

leadership of th~ writer Alan Pa.ton. Its voting strength among the Europeans

is negligible; the three Liberal Party candidates in the European consti

tuencies in the 1958 General Elections polled a total of 2,934 votes out of

over 30,000 votes. However, several of the members of the House and the

Senate representing Natives belonged to the Party.

165. The Liberal Party was established in May 1953 on a platform calling

for equality of opportunity, irrespective of race, colour or creed. It

rejects both the Itapartheid" policy of the Nationalists and the "discrimination

with justice ll policy of the United Party. It rejects a revolutionary solution

and looks towards Itmassive evolution fl • Originally, in 1953, it advocated

a non-racial franchise based on educational and property qualifications,

but declared in 1954 that universal suffrage was its goal, though this might

have to be achieved by stages during a minimum transitional period.~

166. The Labour Party, one of the older parties in the Union, had five

representatives in the previous House of Assembly elected in 1953. In 1954,
it published a statement of policy calling for franchise for non-Europeans

in stages, on the basis of literacy, and for granting them the right of

election to Parliament. Having decided not to form a common front with

the United Party, it was routed in the 1958 elections; its two candidates,

both members of the previous Parliament, received a total of 2,670 votes.

167. The United Federal Partl was set up in 1953, mainly out of concern

that the National Party was Violating the Constitution, drifting away from

Britain and increasing racial tension. The party called for the creation

of "the United States of Southern Africa tl on a federal basis. Its programme

as then formulated called for maintaining the system of non-Vlhite represen

tation in Parliament, "those non-Europeans who have passed suitable tests

of a high standa.rd [being put] on the common roll of the voters." "We

The thinking of the Liberal Party is described in Alan Patonts
Hope for South Africa (Praeger, 1959).
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recognize the fact of the increasing eccnomic integration of the non-European

peoples in the economy of South Africa," but "we accept the desirability of

residential and social segregation ••• on a fair and equitable basis.,dJI It

had the support of a number of veterans and certain political groups, especially

in Natal, but did n~t develop into an effective political party. In 1959 it

was r~ported that Major-General Selby, leader of the Federal Party, stated

that his party felt closer to the Progressives than it ever was to the United

Party.A§J

168. The South African Bond stated in 1959: "We have found a great anxiety

among the thinking Nationalists on what the [National Party] leadership is doing

to the country ••• " The Bond seeks, as a unifying political party, to attract

thinking moderates from both sides of the political fence.A2/ The South

African National Patriotic Workers' Association was formed in July 1959. It

apparently reflects the views of certain eX-Nationalist workers.2Q! The

South African National Democratic Party is also a new group, which hopes to

attract voters from both the National and the United Parties.21/

169. Finally, the Communist Party, though formally dissolved in 1950 in

anticipation of the promulgation of the Suppression of Communism Act, deserves

mention. Established in 1921, it soon attracted the sympathy of the politically

minded Africans by its doctrine of equality of races. Though its fortunes varied

with its changes of policy and the development of an African leadership outside

its ranks, it repeatedly won the Native parliamentary seat in the Cape Western

Province. Members or sympathizers of the Communist Party have continued in the

leading councils of non-White organizations. Acoording to a U.S. State D~partment

report of January 1959, the Party has one or two thousand members. liThe rising

dissatisfactions and frustrations of the vast non-White majority of the population

••• is the principal source of Communist strength. The small nucleus of

convinced Communists - both White and non-White - has capitalized on this situation

and increased its influence in the- leadership of such African trade unions as

Second Report of the U.N. Commission on the Racial Situation in the
~ of South Africa, A 2719, para. 277.

A Survey of Race Relations, 1958-59 (22. ~., p. 9.)
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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exist, and in all the most important non-White political organizations ••••

The group publishes a well-edited weekly paper, New Age, with extensive

readership among non-Whites •••~

(f) Other Organizations of the ~bite POEulation

110. The South African Institute of Race Relations was founded in 1929.

It is an inter-racial organization whose membership is open to people of all

races. The Pre,ident of the Institute is Mr. Donald Molteno, Q.C., and its

director, Mr. Quintin Whyte.

111. The Institute is primarily concerned with the collection and dissemination

of factual information. It is financed by membership fees and private

donations, including a series of Ford Foundation grants since 1952.

172. Broadly liberal and humanitarian in approach, the Institute has accepted

~he findings of the 1948 Fagan Commission report that the process of integration

of the African into European life has gone too far to be reversed. It is

strongly opposed to the policy of apartheid and favours a multi-racial society.

Its general philosophy has been set out in a publication which appeared in

1952 under the title Go Forward in Faith (The Logic of Economic Integration).

The Annual Council of the Institute, held in January 1959, reaffirmed the

underlying principles set out in this publication. In his last presidential

address, Mr. Donald Molteno expounded on the need for a reform of the

Constitution of the Union of South Africa.

113. The South African Bureau of Racial Affairs, commonly referred to as

SABRA, was established after the war by a group of Afrikaner intellectuals.

Its Chairman is Dr. A.L. Geyer; Professor N.J.J. Olivier is Vice-Chairman.

SABRA supports the policy of apartheid, and members of the Goverrunent often

speak at its meetings. However, there are various shades of opinion among

SABRA'S members: some of them have been critical of certain measures taken

by the Government or of certain measures used to implement apartheid. At

, I

,I

:EJ u.S. Department of state, Bureau of Intelligence and Research,
World Strength of the Communist Party Organizat~, January 1959, p.37.
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the Stellenbosch conference of 1958, SABRA adopted a resolution deciding to

call a meeting with non-White leaders in an endeavour to create a more

favourable climate in which a fresh search could be made for a practical

plan fa-separate development that would be acceptable to both sides.

Dr. Verowerd took_ the position that consultation should be left to the
r

Government and its Native Affairs Department. Such consultation, however,

would not have involved the leaders of the African organizations, but those

whom Professor L.J. Duplessis, a SABRA leader, described as "hirelings".

Senior members of the SABRA Executive were reported to have clashed with

Dr. VeMIIOerd in March and April 1959 over the Stel1enbosch resolution.W
The proposed consultation has not taken place.

174. Several political organizations, composed mainly of English-speaking

South Africans, have occasionally appeared as a reaction to Nationalist

measures, particularly those Which were regarded as counter to the Constitution

or the Commonwealth connexion. The most notable of these were the Torch

Conunando and the Black Sash, both of which are composed only of Whites. The

Congress of Democrats, a radical organization, is allied with non-~fuite

organizations.

175. The Torch Commando was formed in June 1951 to work for the removal of

the Nationalist Government men it tried to remove Coloured voters from the

common roll, by-passing the Constitutional provisions on the matter. It

was set up mainly by ex-servicement and grew rapidly to a men.bership of

about 100,000. It appears to have ceased to function since 1953 when the

Nationalists were returned to power and the leaders of the Commando sponsored

the Federal Party.

176. The Black Sash is a women's movement originally formed in 1955 to

protest against the enlargement of the Senate designed to provide a two-thirds

majority required for the separation of Coloured voters. It continues to

protest against all legislation Which, in its view, invades human liberties.

Members in each region keep a watching brief on the introduction or implemen

tation locally of measures which invade personal liberties and freedoms. The

21/ Survey of Race Relations, 1958-59, sm. ill., p. 21.
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Black Sash called for the convening of a multi-racial conference at

which the establishment of human rights in South Africa would be discussed.

The organization, however, seems to have become inactive during the last

two years.

177. The South African Congress of Democrats was founded in 1954. The
"organization belongs to the "Congress group" which includes three non-

White organizations. In a pamphlet issued in 1955, it stated that it was

"against all forms of inequality and discrimination ll • It repudiates as

false the doctrines of racial inequality, of white supremacy, of apartheid

trusteeship and segregation. It works to secure for all South Africans,

regardless of race, colour or creed, the rights laid down in the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights, with particular reference to: "l. Equal

civil liberties •••• Equal political rights •••• Ecual economic oppor

tunities •••• Ec~uality of social status ••• rt

178. It is a small group whose significance lies mainly in its alliance

with non-White organizations. It includes a number of members or

sympathizers of the former Communist Party. Many of its members were

arrested in 1956 and charged, with non-White leaders, of treason~

(g) Obstacles to Non-\Yhite Political Activities

179. Non-Whites in the Union face a number of difficulties in organizing

politically. The first arises out of their 0'Nl shortcomings. Tribal,

racial and language divisions work against political cohesion. In

addition, apartheid is applied to the Coloureds and the Indians differently

from the way it is applied to Africans. The former groups, therefore,

tend to regard their political problems as distinct from those of the

Africans. Again, the gap between the small group of professional or

middle-class non-Europeans and the great mass of unskilled workers and

farm labourers is so great that non-White organizations have to rely on

the leadership of a few individuals.

180. A second set of difficulties aris es from the restrictive and hostile

atmosphere which exists towards any attempts at organization by non-Whites.

A host of repressive laws and regulations was enacted for this purpose,

especially since 1950. Meetings are banned, the movements and activities
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of leaders are restricted, and protest actions are discouraged by a show

of force. For instance, after the passive resistance movement began to

extend to the "Native Reserves" in 1952, all meetings in the Transkei and

Ciskei were ~nless they had the specific approval of White adminis

trators. Bet~een 1953 and 1958, bans were imposed under the Suppression

of Communism a~d Riotous Assemblies Act on a number of non-White leaders.

One hundred and fifty-six White and non-White leaders were arrested in 1956

on a charge of treason; over sixty of these are still on trial. Between

April and August 1958, gatherings of more than 10 Africans were banned in

all major urban areas unless specific permission was obtained. These

bans were designed partly to paralyze the African National Congress and

other organizations. In December 1952, for instance, the Secretary or
the African National Congress and other officials were placed under ban

just before they were leaving to attend its annual Congress. Again, in

May 1959, just prior to a na.tional conference of the A.N.C., notice 'WaS

served on ex-Chief Iuthuli, President-General of the A.N .C., banning him

for five years from attending any gatherings in the Union or in South

West Africa and ordering him within this period not to leave the rural

lower Tugela district of Natal. Similar orders were subsequently issued

against other members of the A.N .C. National Executive and other persons

associated with the Congress Movement.

181. Because of these bans, it became virtually impossible for the

Conress to hold representative meetings to discuss its programme and

its internal difficulties. Another result of repression has been the,.,
growing conviction among politically-minded Africans that moderate leader-

ship is incapable of securing concessions from the Government, and that

it should be replaced by a new leadership with a more militant programme.

This has, in turn, engendered fear among the Hhites and led to further

restrictions and more severe penalties. Recent occurrences illustrate

this tendency; the breakaway of the Pan-African Congress from the A.N.C.

advocating African nationalism; their organization of mass demonstrations;

the Government t s show of force and mass arrests; and the banning of both

the A.N.C. and the P.A.C.
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IS2.. The tactics open to non-Whites in securing their aims are extremely

limited. The "Defiance Campaignll of 1952, based on the Gandhian technique

of passive resistance, involved the deliberate courting of arrest for

violations of lIun just laws II ; that had to be discontinued because of new

legislation provi~ng stiff penalties (jail, fine and flogging) for violation

of laws, or incitement to .violation , as a means of protest. The movement then

took the form of local and spontaneous actions such as the bus boycott in

Johannesburg. An economic boycott was attempted in June 1959 when the

Africans were called upon to boycott 24 types of consumer goods produced by

four Afrikaner concerns. A number of local strikes were attempted, but

were mostly prevented or suppressed by a show of force, as in connexion with

the recent demonstrations.

183. After the recent mass arrests and the bans on the major political

organizations, it would appear that there is hardly any legal means for

organized resistance or protest. The escape of a number of prominent

leaders from arrest may, however, indicate the possibility that the organized

movement might, to a limited extent, be continued in exile or underground.

(h) African Political Organizations

184. Shortly after the end of the Second World War, the African National

Con.·ress had become established as the main spokesman of the organized Africans,

particularly in the urban areas. Other organizations and movements which had

arisen over the years had lost their strength or ceased to exist.~ The

Congress extended its following and included within its leadership several

trends: a small group of Communists, especially after the dissolution of the

Communist Party in 1950; a large body of professional and middle class Africans

with moderate and liberal tendencies; and a group of lIAfrica.p.ists", parti

cularly in the Youth League, who espoused African nationalism. Acute

differences began to develop within the leadership after the end of the Defiance

Campaign of 1952 and the subsequent paralysis of the organization in the face

of repression. These differences became focussed on the question of alliance

with non-Africa~ organizations and on a multi-racial versus African nationalist

~ e.g. All-African Convention, the African National-ltlnded Congress, Bantu
National Congress, and Bantu Nationalist Party.
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programme, and led in 1959 to the secession of the Africanists. The

latter formed the Pan-Africa~ Congress which led the recent movement

against pass laws.

185. Thus, at the time of the recent bans, two organizations - the

African National Congress and the Pan-African Congress - were striving

for leadership among the Africans. Their relative strength is not known.

The African National Congress claimed over 100,000 members during the

"Defiance Campaign" of 1952; its organization, however, appears to have

been greatly weakened by repressive measures in subsequent years. The

Pan-African Congress claimed 25,000 members in August 1959, but A.N.C.

leaders charged that the figure was highly exaggerated.

18$. The African National Congress is the successor to the "South African

Native Congress" formed in 1912 to protest against clauses in the South

Africa Act of 1909 which restricted the franchise of non-Europeans and

made them ineligible for membership in the Parliament. The Land Act of

1913, which prohibited Africans from acquiring land outside certain ver,y

limited a.reas, added another major grievance. Protests, ~ncluding dele

gations to London in 1914 and 1919, led to no results. D monstrations
f'".

against the pass laws in 1919 and in later years were suppressed. The

removal of African voters from the common roll in 1936, despite African

opposition, indicated the ineffectiveness of the organization. A number

of rival movements arose and disappeared, and the Congress remained a

respectable but ineffective organization.

187. Developments during the Second World War had a significant effect

on the Congress. It was able to attract support from the rapidly growing

urban African population, including small businessmen and semi-skilled

w:>rkers: this decreased the influence of the tribal chiefs. Moreover,

a younger leadership grew up in the towns and pressured, through the

A.N.C. Youth League, for a more radical policy and programme. This was

reflected in the Constitution of 1943 and the Bill of Rights adopted in

1945, in which the Congress called for an end to discriminatory laws and

demanded full citizenship rights.
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188. The leadership of the Congress entered in 1946 into an agreement

for joint action with the South African Indian Congress which looked for

such an alliance to counteract anti-Indian legislation. This led to

several joint protest demonstrations 'Which culminated in the IICampaign of

defiance of unjust laws ll in 1952. The campaign was conducted by selected

volunteers who defied pass laws, or segregationist laws, after due notice to

the police. Over 8,OOO.volunteers - including a few Europeans - courted

arrest within the first six months. The African National Congress greatly

increased its membership and influence. The increasing severity of the

penalties, the restrictions placed on the leadership of the movement, and

the outbreak of violence in Port Elizabeth, East London and Kimberley struck

sharply at the effectiveness of the campaign and it was suspended in

December 1952.

189. The Governmentts legislative answers to the campaign came in

January 1953 when Parliament passed the Public Safety Act and Criminal

Law Amendment Act. 'The former empowered the Governor-General to proclaim

a state of emergency under which virtually all laws could be suspended in

any part of the Union ivtlere public safety was threatened. The latter provided

heavy penalties, including fines, imprisonment and lashes for supporting a

campaign of passive disobedience against any law or for soliciting or

accepting help for such a campaign.

190. While the new legislative measures made a continuation of a disobedience

campaign impossible, the Congress leadership tried to find a new means of

"positive actionll• It continued the alliance wi. th the South Af>rican Indian

Congress, which was now joined by the White Congress of Democrats formed in

1952, and the Coloured Peoplefs Organization formed in 1953, in what became

known as the nCongress movement 1/ • "Vith the lindted legal opportunities

available to them, they organized, after eighteen months of preparation,

a multi-racial Congress of the People in Kliptown in June 1955. Though most

of the leaders were prevented from participation, about 3,000 delegates

assembled at the Conference·to adopt a Ilfreedom charterl/ calling for

complete equality irrespective of race. The charter was then circulated

over the country for signatures.

191. The Government countered this new, though not very effective, movement

by suddenly arresting 156 leaders of the constituent organizations in
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December 1956 on a charge of treason. The preliminary examination, which

dragged on for many months and resulted in the dropping of charges against

a majority of the accused, restored the waning prestige of the A.N.C. leaders

and was accompanied by demonstrations of Africans.

192. The A.N .C. held its last conference in December1958. It endorsed

the policy of its President-General, ex-Chief Luthuli, of striving by

non-violent means to bring about a common society, in which all citizens

would have equal political rights. The Congress called upon lIall the

enemies of the Nationalists to fortify their resolve to struggle relentlessly

against the racialists by strengthening the Congress alliance and by

broadening the front to include all those who are loyal to the ideas of a

multi-racial society." Members decided to prepare themselves for a lonR and

bitter struggle against passes, described as lithe main pillar of our

oppression and exploitationll • They reiterated their IIcondemnation of Bantu

Education", and resolved to intensify their boycott of school boards and

committees. They condemned the Bantu Authorities system as "a backward and

reactionary form of oppression". They decided to prepare a nation-wide

economic boycott of such commodities or institutions as might be decided

from time to time. A boycott was launched on 26 June 1959, proclaimed as

llFreedom Dayll, against four concerns and twenty-four brands of goods.

193. The conference also amended the Constitution of the A.N.C. to incor

porate the "freedom charter fl as its objective. This move precipitated a

break with the Africanist group which opposed multi-racialism and alliance

with other racial groups.

194. The Pan-African Congress was founded in April 1959 with Mr. Robert

Sobukwe, lecturer at the University of ~'litwatersrand, as President. Though

the Africanist group acted as a minority faction in the A.N.C. for several

years, its strength appears to have increased during the past few years when

the A.N.C. was paralysed by repression. Frustration and disillusionment had

spread among the ranks, as the policy of IIstriving by non-violent means to

bring about a common societyll appeared to be fruitless. The Africanist group

made a bid for leadership under the slogan "Africa for Africans", and

claimed that Africans can best negotiate from a position of strength. They
criticized the A.N.C.f S participation in the "freedom charterTl and accused

their leaders of letting the (ifuite) Congress of Democrats and the Indians

do their thinking for them.
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195. The P.A.C. rejects apartheid as well as the multi-racialism of the

A.i~.C. and aims flat government of the Africans by the Africans and for the

Africans with everybody who owes his only loyalty to Africa and is prepared

to accept the democratic rule of an African majority being regarded as an

Mrican. 1I It guarantees no minority rights because it thinks in terms of

individuals and ~ot groups. It aims at a universal adult franchise.

196. In the sphere of 'tactics the P.A.C. feels that the African's bargaining

power should be built up as a first objective. He would then be in a position

where the dignity of his person W'Ould be respected and from where he could

proceed to meet members of the more privileged groups as an equal. The

P.A.C. therefore opposes collaboration at this stage with other racial groups.

It remains non-violent. In the recent demonstrations it employed the

technique of swamping the jails by demanding arrest for not carrying passes.

197. On 2 August 1959, the P.A.C. was reported to have had nearly 25,000

members in 101 branches. Its growth from negligible beginnings in 1959 to

its ability to stage large-scale demonstrations, would seem to show that

the Africans' capacity for organization is developing rapidly. It also

demonstrates the appeal of their platform for the ma~s of Africans. Part

of the reason for the decline in the appeal of the A.N.C. was probably

that its aims did not appear revolutionary. The P.A.C. seems to supply

this lack, and its growth may be largely due to the impact of developments

on the African Continent. It is noteworthy that Premier Nkrumah and

President Sekou Toure sent messages to the Pan-African Congress, whose

leaders frequently quote the resolutions of the Accra African Peoples'

Conference (1958) in support of their aims.

(i) Organizations amOng the "Coloured" Population

198. The Coloured population of the Union is the least unified and the least

organized of the non-furopean groups. It is centred mainly in the western

Cape areas, and consists of farm labourers, artisans and some professional

people, mainly teachers and doctors. ~ath no language or culture of its own,

it has in the past been treated as an appendage of the ~fuites and has shared

their antipathies and sympathies. In recent years, however, it has been

torn between the desire to associate with the \~ites and its reluctant

realization that the Nationalist Government is forci.ng it into the same

category as Africans and Indians. This has bred apathy, frustration and

passive resentment but, though several Coloured organizations exist, the

majority of Coloureds are not organized.
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199. The Non-EUropean Unity Movement, which draws most of its support from

the Coloured population, is organized on a loose federal basis without a

formal Constitution. It is said to be led by "Trotskyites". It believes in

non-cooperation with the Government, but not in active or passive resistance,

until all non-Europeans can be united in a general strike to tie up of the

country. One of its constituent units, the Anti-Coloured Affairs Department

Moyement was organized to oppose the Coloured Advisory Council which was set

up by the Government in 1943 on the ground that the Council represented a

division on racial lines. These groups are, however, viewed with mistrust by

the A.N.C. and the South African Indian Congress, especially since th~ resisted

all appeals to join in the "Defiance Campaign II of 1952. The South African

ColouredPeoplels Organization, Which declares itself unwilling to participate

in any system offering limited citizen rights, was established in 1953; it

is a member of the Congress group. The Goloured People's National Union

advocates co-operation with the Government.

200. The main polltical activity of the Coloured groups in recent years was

in connexion with the General Election of 16 April 1958, when the principle of

communal representatives for Coloureds was put into effect for the first time.

The NQn-European Unity Movement and the Anti-Coloured Affairs Department Movement

urged the boycott of the election of Coloured representatives and picketed

polling booths in the larger urban centres. The South African Coloured People t s

Organization, after much debate, decided to take part in the elections arguing,

it stated, that the only way to change the system was to work from within it.

The Coloured People's National Union urged eligible Coloured voters to exercise

their voting rights. The views of the Coloured organizations had, however,

little direct effect on the majority of the Coloured electorate. Candidates

backed by the Coloured People's Organization were badly defeated by United

Party candidates in the 1958 elections.

(j) Organizations of Population of Indian Origin

201. The Indian population in South Africa consists of many shop-keepers,

artisans, market-gardeners and small farm owners, but the largest group are

farm-labourers. An overwhelming nwnber live in Natal. They have never been

allowed to trade or farm in the Orange Free State and less than a score live there.

Th~ may live and trade in the Transvaal but they cannot legally 0'1111 property.
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Natal Indians may own property in certain areas but have no franchise. The

two main organizations among South African Indians are the South African

Indian Congress, affiliated to the IICongress groupll, and the snaller

South African Indian Organization.

202. The South African Indiao Congress is a successor to the Natal Indian

Congress founded 1Or1894 by Mahatma Gandhi. In 1946, in the face of legi

slation restricting Indian landownership, leadership of the Congress passed

from moderate elements to radicals such as Dr. Y.N. Dadoo and Dr. G.M. Naicker.

The Congress led a passive resistance movement in 1946 in which 2,000 volunteers

(Including Rev. ~lichael Scott) were arrested. At the same time, it allied

itself with the African National Congress. The tID organizations co-sponsored

the I1Defiance Campaign ll of 1952 and have since \\Orked closely together. The

repressive measures against the Congress since 1953 seem to have somewhat

weakened its influence and organization, but it remains the leading association

of the Indians.

203. The moderate elements ousted from the leadership of the Congress in 1946,

formed the South AfriCan Indian Organization which includes a number of merchants,

professional men and Indians of 1'1os1em faith. It is prepared to co-operate with

the Government and maintains no relations with other non-EUropean organizations.

204. The!n.ain difficulties which face South African Indians in the matter of

organizing arise largely out of the fact that a substantial number of them are

engaged in trade and are peculiarly vulnerable to the restrictions on such

activities imposed directly or arising out of such laws as the Group Areas Act.

The working class Indian may also be easily replaced by African labour. The

support which South African Indians have obtained from India also has its

disadvantages: it embitters White South Africans and reinforced them in their

assertions that Indians in South Africa are a foreign group. Africans too

have accused them of economic exploitation. But in recent years Indian and

African leaders have realized the advantages of working together. Indians in

South Africa have provided the non-Europeans with the knowledge of the technique

and value of passive resistance and have laid their wider experience and greater

capacity for organization at their disposal. Until the independence of Black

African States, the Indians provided the non-Europeans with their only outlet

to world opinion. Africans, for their part, have provided the numerical

strength which the Indians lack.
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VII THE RECF~T DISTURBANCES

205. The disturba.nces began as a result of an organized campaign by the

Pan-African Congress against the Pass Laws. In particular, beginning on

21 March, A.fricans were to present theDlSelves at police stations without

their refereme books and seek arrest. This campaign was not supported

b7 the African Natioi:¥Ll Cozlgress on the grounds that it liaS not properly

prepared end had no reasonable prospect of success.

206. Large crowds appeared in a number of towns. In some cases, police

made arrests or persuaded the demonstrators to return home. At Vanderbijl

Park, Broth of Johannesburg, two African rioters were shot dead when the

police dispersed an unruly crowd. In the Langa location near capetown,

the police in dispersing a banned meeting exchanged fire with S01l\e rioters

and DlU:h stoning occurred, while a number of buildings were eet on fire;

the easualt:ies amounted to two killed and 54 injured, including 19 civilian

Africans with bullet wounds. At Sharpeville location, Vereeniging, a

large crowd surrounied the police station and pressed in on it. Two

White policemen opened fire without orders and were joined by some fifty

others; sixt,-se'Yen Africans were killed ani 186 were 'Wounded.

207. In the wake of the distUrbances, there was IDlch absenteeisn, which

was accentuated when the African National Congress called for a day of

mourning on 28 Harm. There was some intimidation to prevent Africans fro.

going to work or trom. carrying passes. The Government announced that

because of this intimidation Africans would not be required to show passes

until comitions returned to normal.

208. On 24 March, tm GovernEnt b&nntld pmlic lIe_tings in a large number

of magisterial districts. On 28 March, it introduced an Unlawful Organizations

Bill, enacted on 8 April, under which the African National Congress and the

Pan-Afriean Congress were proclaimed as illegal organizations for one ,ear

and under which the penalties for intimidating others to stay away from work

'Were made Jauch more severe. On 30 March, the Government proclaimed a State

of &1ergency in abwt a third of the Union's magisterial districts. Gatherings

might be prohibited &<i persons dispersed, persons might be arrested and

detained ld. thcut warrant or be at herwise controlled in their actiYities.
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activities. Subversive statements constituted an offence and newspapers

pUblishing them systematically might be banned. It was declared to be an

of:fence to support a campaign tor repeal or modification of any law. A

large number of persons of all racial groups were arrested \D1der these

regulat ions on 30 Ma.I:ch, subsequent arrests bringing the total to 94 Whites

and 1,813 Non-Whites." Lar~ numbers o:f troops were called up.

209. Not only was th e Day of Mourning observed by the great majority of

Africans in the _in industrial cities, but absence from 1oIOrk accompanied

b;r demonstrations and some disorder continued :for soae days thereafter. In

Capetown after a mass procession of 30,000 Africans had mrched through the

town on 30 March, the _in African locations were cordoned of:f for several

days. After many hundreds of Africans had been arrested for intimidation,

a back-to-work movement began. In Durban following arrests under the

ensrgency regulations, protest marches oe curred in which 3 Africans were

shot dead and a number of others were 'WOunded. Africans from several

locations remained away from work for several days and clashes with the

police resulted in senral ot}),r casualties. Disturbances in"1Olving some

casualtie s also occurred at Johannesburg EIld Gemston.

210. In all, S3 Non-lt1hite cirtlians were reported to have been killed and

365 injured in riots oocurring between 2l March and 9 April, while 3 African

policenen were killed and 33 White, one Coloured and 25 African policemen

were injured. Rioters had destro~d a number of churches, schools and

municipal buildings.

2110 Follow:1.ng the end of the main dieturbances, the police conducted

numerous raids on African townships throughout the Union, arresting Africans

for senros offences re1ating to the disturbances and for offences relating

to the pass and liquor laws. In all, 18,001 arrests were reported by

the Minister of Justice to have been made by 6 May. (These excluded those

detaimd under the EDrgency Regulations).

212. On 9 April, at the Union Exposition in Johannesburg, the Prime Minister

was shot twice in the head by a European fanner, Mr. David Pratt. The

attempt on his life does not seem to have been directly related to the
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disturbances. Mr. Verwoere was hospitalized for five weeks, during which

time Mr. Pml Sauer acted as senior Minister.

213. By the beginning of May security conditions bad improved sufficiently

for the Govermrent '~o begin the release of troops called up for the emergency

and to lift the State of Emergency in 20 rural districts. Since that time

the onlJr disturbance~. reported have beon not in urban areas, but in Pondoland,

in the eastern part of the .Tran.kei. There, a number of Africans have been

arrested for un:iermining the authorities of the Chiefs. Early in June serious

disturbances occurred in which the police operated on 8 large scale and, on

at least one occasion, opemd fire on demonstrators. It was reported by the

Minister of Justice that six Africans were killed, while there are non-official

reports that a considerable number of others have been wounded. Followin!;

this, there have been several eases of hut buming, which two Africans are

said to 1'llve lost their lives. This has been attributed by European officials

to outside agitators.

214. On 28 June, it was announced that 1,200 persons detained under the

anergency regula.tions would be released shortly, but that some would be subject

to restrictions on their movemeIIts. With some previous releases, this would

leave some 400 persons in detention awaiting further inquiries. In addition,

some 8,600 of 21,000 arrested during the emergency and classified as "idlers"

were in confinement. The State of Ene rgency was lifted in another 34 districts,

leaving it in foree in 60 districts, including all urban areas. On 11 July,

it was announced tha t the emergency bad been lifted in a further 2.3 districts,

and that the provision for the dispersal of processions and gatherings had been

entirely lifted.
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VIII REACTIONS TO THE DI STURBANCES

215. The disturbances do not a ppear to have altered the determination of

the Government to proceed wi.th its policy of apartheid. They have rather

persuaded it that it· should be implemented at a faster rate and at a
r

greater financial en st.

216. It is true that the acting Chairman of the Cabinet in a speech on

19 April said that the "old book" of South African History had been closed

a month previously and tmt South Africa would have to reconsider her

whole approach to the Native question. He was, however, immediately

criticized by some ot his Ministerial colleagues. In any case, a glance

at the details of his speech makes it clear that the new book represents

a change in practical application and not in pollc,._ Mr. sauer was in

lavour of retaining the reference book system, but of revising its application

80 as to make the Natives see its value to them. The application of the liquor

law had been a 8~rce of frustrations and they must be revised. Better

relations would ha.ve to be established between \-1hites and Non-Whites, particulal"

1y in urban areas, through the establishment of representative bodies in the

locations. Immediate attention must be given to higher wages for Natives

who liD ric in urban indmtries. Giant developnert schemes should be started

in the Nat!ve Areas.

217. The Minister for Bantu Affairs and Deve10paent. maintained that only two

per cent of the Bantu population had been involved in the disturbancee, and

that many of those had been intimidated by a sm.all number of agitators.

Never before in the history of South Africa had the Bantu population

shown so great a spirit of co-operation with, and trust in, the White man

(Sic).

218. Not all supporters of the Government shared this complacency. The

South African Bureau of Racial Affairs a.t its Annual Conference in April,

while expressing appreciation of the responsible way in which the authorities

had naintained law and. order and reaffirming the need for the quickest possible

balanced economic developaent of Bantu areas, called for a thorough investiga

tion of all aspects of policy which caused unnecessary friction and discontent
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and for effective consultation with responsible Bantu for the advancement

or mutual understanding, good relations and eff'iciEl1t administration.

219. The disturbances have been described by the Parliamentary Opposition

as a calsequence of the disastrous apartheid policies of the Government.

In a recent speech, -!he L&ader of the Opposition, Sir De Villiers Graaf,

stated that there had been a final breakdown of National Party Policies,

yet the Government was prepared neither to face the facts nor to admit

that it was mistakEn. South Africa was becoming increasingly isolated

in international affairs. Furthe!"JllOre, tl'e Bantu had now ceased to have

any say in the Parliament which controlled their destinies. The attempt

to meet the situation with the Bantustan vision could not succeed because

of the failure to distinguish between Bantu permanently resident in the

urban areas and those in the reserves.

220. A less immediately political reaction has come from the business

community, which has suffered appreciably from the disturbances. While

no estimate of the actual loss of production can be given, it was reported

in the New York Times of 30 June that there had been a loss of exports

due to overseas boycotts amounting to $I million during the past two

montll s, while a furtm r los s of $15 million was expected during the next

six rrx:>nths. The value of shares traded on the Johannesburg stock Exchange

is reported to have declined by $1.8 billion, mainly since the disturbances,

'While foreign exchange reserves has declined by $84 million to $321 million.

Loss of a>ntidence amng investors in South Africa and abroad is believed to

have resulted in the cancellation or many business projects that were under

consideration.

221. &1siness men have at all times been inclined to be critical of the

awtheid poUq,'Whicb has much complicated thai r problems in maintaining

a stable labour force and which has SUbjected them to many Government

regulations. However, their recent statements have been unUSually outspoken.

The Capt Chamber of Industries early in April called for a Commission of

Inquiry, including Non-White representatives of all Non-White urban groups,

to investigate existing grievances among Non-Mute l«:)rl<:ers and to make

proposals for their remo-val. The South African Federated Chamber of Industries
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considered that Natives in White areas must be regarded as part of the

permanent structure of the country's economy and that national and munici-

pal policies should be adapted to recognize t.hat factor. The Chamber

called on the Government to consult with responsible African leaders and

on industrialists to-,_review the wages of lower-paid 'WOrlcers on a voluntary

basis. On 12 May, a .cODl1::d.ned memoranium from the Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut,

the Association of Chambers of Commerce of Sout,h Africa, the South African

Federated Chamber of Industries, the Steel and Engineering Industries

Federation of South Africa and the Transvaal and Orange Free State Chamber

of Mines, was presented to the Prime Minister in the Hospital. These

rodi. es re-p-esenting employers of 1.5 million African workers put forward

practical suggestions ained at easing racial tensions and dealing inter alia

with the pass laws, influx, control am curfew regulations and liquor laws.

Mr. Harry Oppenheime r, Chaiman of the Anglo-American Corporation, after

noting difficulties his company had experienced in finding overseas finances

for worthwhile projects, called for a reversal of the present polley of

preteniing that the urban African was only a temporary visitor and of

denying him any prospect of home ownership. While the Government has restored

order by restricting civil liberties, it had not 3>t_ to the basic roots

of the discontent.

222. With the exception of the Duteh Reformed Churehes, the Christian Churches

in South Africa have been opposed to apartheid. Perhaps' the firmest attitude

has been taken by the Anglican Church. One of the highest dignitaries of the

Church, the Bishop of Johannesburg, went into exile shortly after the emergency,

apparently to avoid impending arrest. The Archbishop of Capetown, after

denoUncing the Dutch Reformed Church for not joining in the condemnation of

recent shootings by the police, sent a personal representative abroad to

request the World Council of Churches to expel the Duteh Reformed Church, or

at least to send a commission of inquiry to the UnionW

223. The Dutch Reformed Churches, to which almost all of the Afrikaans

speaking population belongs, has continued to support the policy of independent

til the New York Times, S April 1960, p. S.
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distinctive developnent, provided that this policy is carried out in a just

and honourable way, without impairing or offending human dignity. It accepted

that this policy, especially in the initial stages, l«)uld necessarily cause a

certain amount of hardship and disruption am the whole pass system should be

seen in this light. -,.Mutual attitudes and relationships were, however, of

primary importance. It urged the Government to do everything in its power to

carry out its policy in sum a mmner that human rela tionships were not di&

turbed and that friction was reduced to a minimum. The Churches, while

welcoming a visit by representatives of the World Council of Churches,

expressed resert.nent at the slander and unfair criticism of conditions in

South Uri ca.

224. There has been little reported critic ism by Non-Whites since the distur

bances began. The ~ aders of the active African organizations have been

arrested, except for a few who have escaped into exile. Ex-Chief Luthuli

of the African National Congress has been charged with inciting Africans to

burn then- reference books. Mr. R. M. Sobukwe, together with 18 other leaders

of the P.A.C., was convicted of inciting others to support a campaign for the

repeal of tie :t:ass laws and was sentenced to three years I imprisonment.

,225_ In an important speech, read for him in the Union Parliament in the latter

half of May, the Prime Minister outlined B:>B18 adjustments of his Government's

colour policy. Certain a.uthor! ties, he said, had submitted proposals to the

GovernmEn t without having sufficient facts to test their effects. Persons were

using the effects of the disturbances in an attempt to give new life to a policy

of integration, which had already failed. On the contrary the disturbances

had confirm! d the Governmental view that "peace ani good order between the

races could best be acbie ved by pursuing its present policy of separate develoI>

malt of the races".

226. The Prime Minister stated that. in the light of the emergency, policies

which had been under consideration for some time could now be applied. One

of these was the institution of urban Bantu authorities, which would have limited,

but real authority over Bantu residential areas. Apart from certain administrative

author.i ty, the urban Bantu authorities would have a measure of jUdicial authority

by which they could control minor crimes, juvenile delinquency and intimidation
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by inciters. Provisions wou1d also be made for the necessary connexion

with the bI':>ader Bantu authorities and where necessary for consultation

1d.th the Commissioner-General to be appointed for the various ethnic groups.

Increased protection against intimidation would have to be provided in Bantu

residential areas.

227. The Prime Minister stated that the Police and the Native Affairs Depart

neIt. bad long expressed the opinion that the maintenance of strict liquor

laws had undesirable results, which outweighed their advantages, but others,

incJnding churches, had plea.ded for their enforcement. It had now been

decided that the system of liquor raids should be abolished.

228. It had also been aDBged t:!1at the reference book system led to the riots.

The only truth in this accusation was that it had been seized upon for incite

nett. by agitators ani because the police, in their fight e.gainst crime, had to

arrest instead of warn in cases of contraventions of the reference book system.

The reference book system was like the exemption pass, a proof of identity and

the right to be in a city and work there. It showed that a person had complied

wi.th his tax requirements.

229. It hai been said that cost of living for urban Bantu was such that they

had difficulty to mke ends meet and were therefore liable to be incited.

Dr. Verwoerd, while wishing to see an increase in Bantu wages, did not believe

it desirable to use oompuls:ion in this respect, but wanted to encoura.ge

employers to pay higher wages by rationalization of their trades and by improving

lOrker productivity. 'l"he Goveranent would also implement machinery w:hich

existed under present legislation for Bantu l'JOrkers to negotiate with their

employers (Sic).

230. Dr. Verwoerd stated that riots had confirmed that in those parts where the

Coloured community was the natural source of labour it was wrong to allow the

Bantu to enter in great numbers. The Goverrlln~t would accordingly ensure that

industries shculd mke the best use of Coloured labour.

231. The Prime Minister confirmed that as the most effective method of promoting

the developnent of the Bantu areas, the Government would concentrate immediately

on develolDent of industries on the borders of the reserves. In conclusion,

he stated that the Goverl1Dlent did not interrl at that stage to appoint a broad
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commission of investigation into the causes of the disturbances.

232. It is a fair judgment from th ese remarks that the Government does not

intend. to make any basic chqes in its policies, but merely to remove some

minor though very real sources of irritation. In addition to abolishing

liquor raids, the ~emDrJnt has indicated its intention of renewing its

instructions to the Police, llhich had already been promulgated in 1959, that

Bantu men and 'WOmen should not be arrested for minor contraventions of the

Pass Laws, blt should be warned or summoned to appear in court. It may also

be noted that the Commie sioner of Police has recently been replaced. In the

context of the mass arrests following the emergency, this seems a somewhat

hollow concession.

233. The Government has taken no steps to came to real grips with the problem

of insecur:i:ty among the urban Bantu. The provision of some representative

institutionn in urban areas may provide a channel for the submission of grievances,

but the details of such institutions have been left over until next year, and

one suspects that they will leave little scope for "agitation". The Government

seems as determined as ever to deny the Bantu any representation whatsoevel' in

the Union Parlia.ment.

234. The Govemment bas recognized the need for accelerating the development

of the Bantu areas. In the ligtt. of past performance and of the present

economic difficulties of the Union, it is open to question whether it will

provide the massive funds required. A great finandal sacrifice would be

required by White South Africans. Ministers have orten called for it but have

in practice shown a tender regard for the immediate economic interests of small

farmers and traders and ltOrkers among the European population, who supply them.

wi th the bulk of their electoral support.

235. If the Government is entrenched behind its secure parliamentary majority,

~at of the opinions of the electorate as a ldlole? 1£ the Opposition is united

in condemning the GoYe:mment, it is not united on any detailed alternative

programme. ~ Progressive Party has at least a coherent policy of political

rights for all cpalified persons regardless of race. The United Party is merely

in favour of' oonsultation with suitable Bantu leaders. ~rlhether it could either

separately or with the Progressive Party win a majority in an election is at

present an academic question. The forthcoming referet\dum on the question of the
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Republic, though fought on a separate emotionally-charged issue, may, however,

be turm d into an occasion tor a vote of confidence in the Government t s
policies as a whole.


